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ABSTRACT
THE EMERGING ROLE OF THE PRINCIPAL AS
MANAGER AS

IT RELATES TO THE NEW

PHILOSOPHIES AND CONSTRUCTION
OF TEACHER EMPOWERMENT
MAY,
MARIETTE V.PAINE,
M.ED.,
ED.D.,

B.S.,

1990
BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE

BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Directed by:

Professor Kenneth Ertel

With the declining

interest among college

students toward preparation
the

field of education,

for occupations

in

educational policy makers

look toward establishing practices which will
more adequately professionalize teaching.
considered that empowerment will

It

is

attract

neophytes to the profession and also provide a
challenge to the most able veterans to remain
the

in

field.
This

study

investigated the behaviors of a

number of principals to determine

if,

in reality,

these principals are utilizing behaviors which
truly

foster meaningful

quence)

(being of great conse¬

teacher empowerment

v

in consequential

decision-making situations
the quality of

life

(those which

impact

in the school).

The population surveyed

includes all

of the

three hundred eighty-one principals working

in

the Southeast Educational Region of Massachusetts
with two-hundred eight responding.
Quantitative methodology was employed.
author constructed a questionnaire and the

This
forced

choice method was used to determine the extent to
which principals employ behaviors which foster
the creation or development of teacher empower¬
ment.

Personal

and background

information,

with the measure of degree of use of the

along

iden¬

tified behaviors which were gathered through the
choice and comment survey

items,

were marginally

tabulated to determine the manner
population distributes
ternatives

gender and

itself on the response al¬

for each of the

degree of behavior use,

in which the

items.

Frequency and

along with correlation of

levels of schools were analyzed.

Through the construction of the question¬
naire the specific behaviors used by principals
in daily decision-making activities were

iden¬

tified.

some¬

times,

The response choices of usually,
and usually not,

were utilized to

vi

identify

the degree to which the activities are

imple

merited by the administrators.

A comment section

on the questionnaire provided

information which

expanded and clarified the objective responses.
Principals

reported the highest percentages

areas where middle level

in

empowerment behaviors

existed on the continuum.

Repeatedly,

have been most significantly

included

teachers
in

decision-making activities

in which the principal

participates as a partner.

This

finding reflects

the need of these principals to exert some degree
of control

over situations

Principal behaviors

in

"their"

building.

of this type are an

improve¬

ment over the autocratic approach but trust must
develop between the parties before true teacher
empowerment can exist.

Key Words:

administration,

decision-making,

powerment,

principal behaviors,

relationships.

vii

em¬

teacher-principal
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

In researching the history of education,

one

learns that a hundred fifty years ago there were
no school principals.
admnistered,

taught,

The

"master"

teacher

ran the sports program and

lit the morning fires at the school.
tions

As popula¬

increased so did the administrative duties.

One of the master teachers was then designated
head master or principal teacher,
sible

for

teaching.

becoming respon¬

school-wide administration as well as
The words

"principal"

descriptive adjectives,

and

"head" were

not job-describing nouns.

As the years have passed,

"...the principal has become a separate species,
set apart from the instructional process by a desk
covered with sedimentary deposits of memos, by a
union-management rift, and by the size and com¬
plexity of modern schools. (Barth, 1980, p. 173).

1

Today,

many principals operate within an

authoritarian,

hierarchical

system of management

exemplified by

"highly structured routines, tight personal con¬
trols over money, supplies and behavior; and prin¬
cipal dictates regarding curriculum, goals and
means. ...Teachers learn not to move without or¬
ders from the principal; the principal learns that
he cannot leave 'his' building without constantly
fearing that it will disintegrate in his absence.
This dependency training immobilizes teacher and
principal, when both need maximum flexibility and
mobility" ( Barth, 1980, p. 189).
According to Ambrosia and Haley
teachers work

in an environment which

with bureaucracy.
by others.

is suffused

They are governed by rules made

Teachers are treated by most as having

no expertise and,
to participate
torically,

(1988),

therefore,

in the decision-making tasks.

research

indicates that a
in which all

are not called upon

in the area of work climate

superior work environment

staff members are

decision-making process.
organizational

His¬

involved

is one

in the

Worker satisfaction and

effectiveness are the variables

which most studies have

focused on as being sig¬

nificant.
School

administrators must realize that solu¬

tions to the problems which exist
best be

in schools can

found within the schools themselves.

2

®us^-ness researchers have repeatedly found that
involvement in the decision-making process
develops a sense of ownership among workers.
This,

in turn,

results in greater productivity,

organizational commitment,

and job satisfaction.

Among those business management specialists dis¬
cussing what the principal should or should not
"be",

is Tom Peters

(1988)

who summarizes suggest¬

ions taken directly from his work in the manage¬
ment world.

He believes that one of the more

valuable concepts which the principal can utilize
is the idea of "getting people engaged,
committed,

involved,

and excited about a useful vision that

is about quality and innovation...

p.

39).

He adds

"...the role of the principal is not to be the
best teacher.
be the expert.

The role of the principal is not to
The role of the principal is to be

a facilitator and an empowerer"

(p.

40).

He

characterizes the successful school leader as one
possessing a vision of what the institution can
be.

The principal must have the ability to convey

that picture in a manner which will inspire fol¬
lowers to work toward achievement of that vision.
Principals ought to listen to the teachers and
students in the school,

develop an understanding

3

of what their perceived needs are and,
tantly,

most impor¬

involve them in developing the mechanisms

to meet those needs.
/

Teacher Empowerment
School effectiveness literature strongly sug¬
gests that teacher empowerment,
decision-making process,
teachers'

within the

has a positive impact on

professional image,

to the mission of the school,
sion to stay in teaching

on their commitment
and on their deci¬

(Erlandson & Bifano,

1987) .
Empowerment,

as defined by Maeroff is some¬

what synonymous with professionalism.

He does not

insist that the teacher be in charge but rather,
that the teacher be treated as a professional.
Teachers must value themselves and feel valued by
others before they can "perform with the necessary
assurance and authority to do the job as well as
they can"

(March,

1988 p.

473) .
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Purpose

This research was designed to investigate the
behaviors of a particular group of principals and
o report to what extent,

if any,

the empowerement

of teachers is part of their repertoire of be¬
haviors.

This research gathered data relative to

the daily decision-making behaviors of that par¬
ticular group.
In reality are building-level administrators
utilizing behaviors which truly foster teacherempowerment in consequential decision-making
situations?
Using both Barth and Maeroff's lists of sug¬
gested principal behaviors which describe ac¬
tivities supportive of significant teacher em¬
powerment,

the researcher analyzed the findings to

determine:
in relationship to the activities identified
in this study, what specific behaviors did
these principals use in their daily inter
actions with staff members?
to what degree were these activities
fulfilled utilizing meaningful (being of
great consequence) teacher empowerment.
what are the needs of principals related
to the future implementation or continuation
of teacher empowerment activities.
what,

if any,

correlations can be made
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between the degree of teacher involvement in
consequential decision-making activities and
the sex,and/or school level of the principal.

For the purposes of this study,

investigation

was focused on the areas of staff hiring,
dardized testing policies,
funds,

stan¬

allocation of budget

instructional program and materials

choices,
mulation,

grading policies,

discipline code for¬

curriculum development,

time management

and strategic planning.

Specific Research Questions
Using both Barth and Maeroff's suggested
principal behaviors,

the research questions are

categorically listed below:

1.
Articulating the goal. Communication of the
principal's vision fosters teacher involvement in
school leadership.
A. Has the principal articulated a vision
which provides a goal statement for the
school.
If so, was that statement developed
by the principal alone or were members
of the school community invited to meaning
fully participate?
B. Have the "prime residents" of the school,
students, teachers, and parents, been in¬
volved in the development of the vision and
goals of the school?
C.
Have the "prime residents" of the school
shared in the development and statement of
the mission of the organization.

6

2.

Eglinquishing. Capacity to allow teachers
use their creative powers to make decisions.
A.Does a spirit of cooperation exist in the
school environment?
B.Are teachers expected to work in isolation
in their individual teaching environments or
do they have combined organizational
arrangements?

^•rctrust ing_and Involving teachers in
decision-making.
Tough and important problems
must be handed over to teachers before the prin¬
cipal has decided on the solution.
How does the principal deal with decision making?
the significant determinations solely within
the domain of the principal or are members of the
school organization involved?
Are those possessiug the ability to make specific decisions based
an knowledge and expertise either formally or in¬
formally invited to participate?
A. Are teachers involved in the selection
process of new personnel?
B. Are teachers involved in the performance
evaluation of fellow teachers?
C. Are teachers involved in assignment of
budgetary funds?
D. Are teachers involved in decision-making
relative to choices of educational materials
and textbooks?
E. Are teachers involved in the development
of grading policies?
F. Do any school-wide task forces exist to
deal with particular issues which need atten¬
tion? (i.e. restructuring the grading system
or the discipline code)?
G. Have teachers been involved in the selec¬
tion of standardized test instruments?

7

H. Have teachers been involved in the
development of in-service programs?
4.Assigning responsibility wiselyThe principal
must give individual teachers responsibility for
matters for which they care deeply.
if that
teacher needs help developing his skills, the
principal and other faculty members share the in¬
teractive and interdependent experience.
A. Is release time provided within the weekly
schedule which allows teachers to meet and
discuss significant issues related to educa¬
tional matters?
B. Do teachers observe each other's classes
during lesson presentations?
C. Does the principal meet with individual
teachers or teams of teachers on a regular
basis to keep current on what is occurring
the classrooms?

in

D. Have teachers been provided with the
time
to assess student test results in order to
determine what curricular refinements may be
necessary?
E. Do master teachers work with either less
experienced or less skillful teachers in a
supportive relationship?
5.
Sharing responsibility for failure.
can be gained from stumbling together as

As much
from suc¬

ceeding.
6.
Attributing success to the teacher.
Good
principals are more often hero-makers than heroes.
She should allow success to reflect upon the
teachers involved.
Does the principal acknowledge
the accomplishments of the teachers?

7.

Believing in teachers.
Principal should
attend to those characteristics which distinguish
one teacher

from another.

8.
Admitting ignorance.
'I don't know how' is
an attractive and disarming invitation that a
teacher is likely to accept and handle respon¬
sibly.

8

A. Who is held accountable for decisions made
y teachers?
True empowerment allows for
teacher accountability to exist.
Are organizational structures such
that teachers are responsible for their
decisions and accomplishments?
B. Will the principal admit ignorance regard
ing an issue or topic and seek the expertise
of a knowledgeable teacher?

Maeroff offers three guiding principles to
assist those working toward the

implementation of

teacher empowerment:

boost the status of the teacher
make teachers more knowledgeable
build psychological ladders to assist teachers in
escaping their isolation and gaining an overview
of the educational environment.

Included

in the

latter guideline

is the

development of

collegiality between teachers and

the principal,

and among teacher colleagues.

further

states that more collaboration and con¬

sultation must occur and that genuine
crucial to empowerment.

influence

Teachers who have

fluence can affect outcome.
list of

He

is

in¬

He has constructed a

specific examples of teacher empowerment:
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Developing the curriculum
Teachers should arrive at a consensus as to what
student outcomes should be achieved in the grade
or subject they specialize, and then should be ac¬
countable for achieving those outcomes.
Assessing student achievement
Teachers should be key decision-makers in developing the strategies for monitoring school-wide
achievement.
Develop tests locally or select
standardized tests or development of alternative
forms of assessment portfolios, writing folders,
rating scales.
Selecting

instructional materials

It seems self-evident that those who will be
called upon to use a particular text or piece of
equipment should also have the opportunity to have
a major voice in their selection.
Planning and selecting staff development programs.
The principal should establish the parameters for
the staff development program and then invite
faculty members who have a particular interest or
expertise in topics selected by the faculty to
work in teams of two or three to develop the
program for that area.
Teams assume full respon¬
sibility for all decisions regarding their
programs.
The role of the principal is a critical
one—provide each team with time for planning, an
adequate budget and encouragement.
Determine

instructional

styles and strategies

Principal will establish outside parameters for
classroom instruction (teacher will teach to the
specified student outcomes, will make full use of
the period, will be sure that all students are ac¬
tively involved in the lesson)—no mandating of
the use of a particular teaching style. Whether it
be individualized instruction, cooperative learn¬
ing in small groups, or large group instruction
the teacher must remain autonomous in that class¬
room. Teachers can be encouraged to add other ap-
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pr-oaches to their repertoire, however, it is the
suhstanoe—the results—of the teaching that
should concern the principal.
Scheduling
Teachers should be invited to collectively par¬
ticipate in the design process.
Hiring new staff
Teachers should play a role in interviewing and
selecting their colleagues.
They should have the
opportunity to choose their new team, grade or
department member.
Mentorships
Teachers new to a school can learn best about "the
way we do things around here" (Deal & Kennedy,
1982) from a fellow teacher.
Mentors provide in¬
struction and advice in virtually all areas of the
school operation from ordering supplies to assess¬
ment of student achievement.
New teachers are
also introduced to the school's teacher evaluation
program by having mentors visiting their classroom
and providing feedback on their teaching perfor¬
mance (1988, p.
473).
Teachers As Leaders
In his writings,

Barth

(1988)

also provides

numerous discussions related to the roles of prin¬
cipals and teachers in the schools of the future.
His personal proposition is:
LEAD".

"ALL TEACHERS CAN

This belief is based on the notion that

the term "leadership" means "making happen what
you believe in"

(p.

131).

He contends that em¬

powering teachers as school leaders results in a
situation in which everyone comes out a winner.
Who better understands the concerns of teachers
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than fellow teachers?

Who better to solve a

problem than someone who knows and understands the
situation from a first-hand perspective?

Trusting

leadership to others is an example of principal
leadership at its best.
of

He envisions a "community

leaders" wherein everyone,

students,

parents,

teachers and principals all become school leaders
in some way at some time

(p.

130) .

Barth also recognizes the reality of teacher
resistance to this whole idea of teacherleadership.

A great percentage of faculty members

feel overburdened by the daily tasks already in
existence and cannot,

or will not,

jobs to the workload at hand.

imagine adding

These teachers of¬

ten see becoming a leader as being synonymous with
leaving the classroom to become an administrator
and are not willing to take advantage of the
"opportunity" to become a teacher-leader.

He also

makes it clear that accepting leadership and
responsibility necessitates seeing another
person's point of view,

as well as,

demonstrating

fairness which fellow professionals can see.

Fur¬

thermore,

"Why

if any decision displeases someone,

would teachers want to engender the wrath of their
fellows"

(p.

134).

When he expresses the belief
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that all teachers can

lead he follows by saying

that this does not mean that all teachers want to,
should be asked to,

or should be required to

He has presented a
which teachers can
leadership

list of six arenas

"reasonably"

in schools.

lead.

in

demonstrate

The activities reflect

pacts on either programs or people

Lead teachers continue to teach and
own teaching.

im¬

in the school:

improve their

Lead teachers organize and lead well-informed peer
reviews of school practice.
Lead teachers participate productively
level decision making.

in school-

Lead teachers organize and lead in-service educa¬
tion.
Lead teachers advise and assist
teachers.

individual

Lead teachers participate in the performance
evaluation of teachers (1988, pp.
85-86).
"Teacher

leadership offers possibilities

improving teaching conditions.

for

It replaces the

solitary authority of the principal with collec¬
tive authority;

it provides a constructive format

in which adults can
classroom

isolation;

into contexts
learning

interact thus overcoming daily
it helps transform schools

for adults'

(Barth,

1980,

p.

as well as children's
136).
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With the declining interest among college
students toward preparation for occupations in the
field of education,

educational policy makers look

toward establishing practices which will more ade¬
quately professionalize teaching.
cussed,

As we have dis¬

it is considered that teacher empowerment

attract neophytes to the profession and also
provide a challenge to veterans to remain in the
field.

Limitations
Responses provided by a representative number
of the principals and teachers currently employed
at the elementary and middle and junior high
school levels located in the Southeast Region of
Massachusetts were the source of the data in this
study.

Findings were presented as representative

of this particular population of the region only.
Generalizations were not made relative to all
principals and teachers in Massachusetts nor to
future principals and teachers working in this
region.
The notion of a response rate bias of self¬
selection has been offset by the heavy response
rate from a major city located in the survey area.

14

Respondents from this particular city provided
data reflecting a low rate of teacher empowerment.
The comment section on these returns indicated
that strong,

central office controls allowed for

very little principal empowerment which,

in turn,

resulted in the low level of teacher empowerment.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Education Reports of the FighM^

An abundance of the educational literature
written in the eighties focuses on the search for
the most expeditious path to reaching "excellence"
in American education.
studies,

Each of the commissions,

and reports offers its own "map" of

recommendations as "the" guide for reaching that
ideal.

Reports include such titles as Action for

Excellence,
promise ,

A Place Called School.

The Paideia Proposal.

for the 21st Century,
was,

however,

Horace's Com¬

Educating Americans

and Making the Grade.

the April,

It

1984 report of the Na¬

tional Commission on Excellence in Education en¬
titled A Nation at Risk:

The Imperative for Educa¬

tional Reform that drew the largest audience.
Passow

(1986)

summarizes the common themes of the

major reports issued prior to A Nation at Risk.
He states that the reports view our educational
system as "experiencing a serious crisis which
will render the United States vulnerable to its
industrial,

commercial and even military com-
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petitors unless reform is undertaken and the
various recommendations are implemented
^°^^kwith".
states,

"The attainment of excellence",

he

"is the goal of most of the reform

reports"

(p.

212).

Passow's

(1986)

critique of the reports of

the eighties also states that they are "relatively
clear about curricular changes that need to be
made...but,

with one or two exceptions,

do not ad¬

dress the what and how questions of
curriculum and instruction".

He gives specific

examples of the various report statements:
A Nation at Risk proposes "five new basics",
specifying the number of years of English,
matics,

social studies,

science,
school.

and computer

that should be required in the high
Mortimer Adler's Paideia Proposal offers

the same goals for all,
twelve.

science,

mathe¬

kindergarten through grade

John Goodlad reaffirms the curriculum of

the Harvard report,

General Education in a Free

Society with its "five fingers of knowledge and
experience",

and he suggests the proportion of

educational time that should be devoted to each
area.

In High School.

Ernest Boyer gives priority

to the mastery of English together with a core of

17

common learning that he regards as basic for all
students.

The College Board's report on Project

1Quality sPeHs out what college-bound students
should know and what they should be able to do.

A

report from the National Science Board Commission
details a K-12 curriculum in mathematics,
and technology.

science,

The Education Commission of the

States report would strengthen curriculum by
eliminating soft,

nonessential courses;

ing mastery of skills beyond the basics;

encourag¬
and en¬

livening and improving instruction in those sub¬
ject areas retained.

Theodore Sizer would or¬

ganize instruction into four areas or large
departments:

(1)

Inquiry and Expression,

ematics and Science,
(4)

(3)

(2)

Math¬

Literature and Arts,

Philosophy and History

read his list of examples,

(pp.

214-215).

and

As we

it becomes evident that

no attention is given to the climate or culture in
the schools,
life,

to the school as an institution with

nor to the ongoing social interactions among

students,

staff and parents.

Passow states that

the recent research and development activities
focused on the management of change and innovation
have brought about an awareness and understanding
of the importance of meaningful change and the in-
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volvement of the "prime residents" of schoolsstudents,

teachers,

and parents— in the

decision-making process.

in conclusion,

Passow

states "...meaningful school improvement must go
beyond legislation and mandate—it must involve
changes in the knowledge,
derstandings,

skills,

attitudes,

and values of staff;

un¬

in the or¬

ganizational relationships of the school;
climate and environment of the school;

in the

and in the

transactions between teachers and learners"

(p.

216) .

The Future of Teaching in America

A study of teachers and elementary school
principals conducted in Anchorage,
on "power as empowerment".

Alaska focused

Terry D.

Stimson,

principal in the Anchorage School District,
Richard P.

Applebaum,

and

chair of the Sociology

Department at the University of California,
Barbara,

a

conducted the study

(1988).

Santa

Twenty-five

principals supervising 349 teachers agreed to take
part in the study;
(395)

23 principals and 132 teachers

provided usable questionnaires.

Two ver¬

sions of Hersey and Natemeyer's Power Perception

19

Pr°file were used to

measure teachers'

perceptions

of their principal's power styles and the prin¬
cipals'
styles.

self- perceptions of their own power
in addition,

the work and supervisor com¬

ponents of the the Cornell Job Description Tndpv
were used to measure teachers'

job satisfaction

and their satisfaction with their principals.
Finally,

in-depth interviews with a subset of

teachers and principals were conducted.
Results of the study indicate that the
"teachers viewed principals as relying on personal
rather that positional power...teachers were more
satisfied with principals on personal rather than
positional power...positive correlations between
teacher satisfaction and all three personal power
styles...statistical significance was noted for
referent power
versely,

(.58)

and expert power

(.67).

Con¬

negative correlations were indicated in

all the positional power styles:
legitimate

(-.46),

and connection

statistically significant.

coercive

(-.54),

(-.37)

all being

The Power Perception

Profile lacked internal reliability on three of
the power bases information,

legitimate,

and

reward - which explains in part the weak relation¬
ship between these variable and teacher satisfac-
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tion.

Finally,

the in-depth interviews revealed

that satisfied teachers believed that their prin¬
cipals cared about their opinions and responded to
their concerns.

Principals who took the time to

build coalitions — to plant ideas with key
teachers and then slowly build support - were
among the most effective in influencing change in
their schools

(pp.

314-315).

Study results were found to be consistent
with previous studies related to teacher oppor¬
tunities for meaningful decision-making.

Stimson

and Applebaum refer to a national survey of 8,000
teachers conducted by Instructor magazine
1986).

(May,

The results indicated that most teachers

lack meaningful opportunities to make decisions
concerning their professional lives.

The authors

suggest that principals should heed this type of
information and come to the realization that
"power sharing,

through collaboration and par¬

ticipative decision-making,

can give teachers a

sense of ownership and enhance their self-esteem"
(p.

316).
The interviews conducted in the Alaska study

reinforce the conclusion that "principals can best
influence teachers by involving them in decision
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making,

when teachers-believed that their

principal cared about their opinions and concerns,
the principal's influence increased.

By constantly

seeking new ways to delegate responsibility to
their teachers,

the most effective principals were

able to create a climate in which collaboration
and teacher satisfaction went hand-in-hand

(p.

316) .

Professionalization of Teaching

A detailed perspective on the future of
teaching in America is presented by Linda
Darling-Hammond,

Director of the Education and

Human Resources Program and the Center for the
Study of Teaching at the Rand Corporation,
article written in Educational Leadership
November).

in an
(1988,

Her belief is that two very different

strains of policy are competing to determine where
the teaching profession is headed.

"In the first

category are efforts to improve the knowledge base
for teaching and its transmission to teachers to
ensure the competence of entrants,

and to create

school conditions under which teachers may attend
more directly to the needs of their students.
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In

the second category are policies that dilute or
truncate preparation for teaching,
qualified entrants to be hired,

allow un¬

and structure

schools so that teachers must attend more to
rules,

mandates,

of students"(p.

and procedures than to the needs
4).

Further discussion details

the emphasis of each of these categories.

The

second approach is labeled the "assembly line"
view.

Emphasis is placed on procedure as being

the key to the success of education.
ization through regulations,

Standard¬

reporting systems and

inspections of performances calls for teachers to
be implementers of prescribed teaching procedures.
Little training is required to function in this
type of educational environment.

One is expected

to follow a detailed curriculum guide and set of
detailed objectives using specified texts and
materials.

The rationale for this approach is

that "more and more control over the form,
stance,

and conduct of schooling,

sub¬

producing reform

packages that are both teacher-proof and studentproof"

(p.

5)

will guarantee quality education

without the need to produce quality teachers.
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Darling-Hammond calls for the profes¬
sionalization of teaching as the alternative ap¬
proach to school improvement.

The supposition

being that students are not standardized and that
teaching is not routine.

Current research in the

field of learning supports the idea that learning
styles are different,

and that cognitive and

psychological development rates vary from in¬
dividual to individual.

Therefore,

teaching tech¬

niques must also vary as each individual student
is considered.

It follows then,

that teacher

education programs must include "a knowledge base
of

learning theory and pedagogy,

and cognition,

child development

curriculum and assessment;

they

must then connect this this knowledge to the un¬
derstandings,

dispositions,

and conceptions that

individual students bring with them to the
classroom.... to make knowledge the possession of
the learner,

not just the teacher"

continues the commentary with a
statement:

(p.

5).

She

most critical

...the profession strives to guarantee

the competence of members in exchange for the
privilege of control over work structure and stan¬
dards of practice"

(p.

5).

It is this control of
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the work structure and standards of practice which
principals can share with the professionals
through

empowerment.

In the same November,
tional Leadership,

1988

Anne Meek,

issue of Educa¬

Managing Editor,

in¬

terviews Linda Darling-Hammond regarding the im¬
pact of state and district policies on teachers in
the classroom.
"mixed blessing"

She sees the reform movement as a
for teachers.

States which have

included teacher as partners in the reforms are
creating policies on teaching,

teachers and on the

prospect of making teaching a profession which
will move toward positive outcomes.
communities as Dade County,

Such school

Rochester,

Columbus,

Cincinnati and Toledo have worked with teachers
unions to create a win-win philosophy in dealing
with the future.
mandated detailed,

States whose politicians have
process oriented procedures for

teachers to follow are contributing to the demise
of professionalism in education.
During the dialogue,

Darling-Hammond makes

reference to activities she would incorporate into
the supposed role of a principal.

Such activities

include having teachers actively involved with the
principal

in the selection of new staff members.
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This is seen as providing a forum for colleagues
to talk about good teaching,
knowledge base,

their shared

and their shared values.

This

also leads to support for the selected individual
by those who have participated in the selection
process.

Restructuring Teacher Education Programs
In January 1988,

the Holmes Group held its

second annual meeting and members continued to
discuss the need for restructuring teacher educa¬
tion programs in colleges and universities.

This

vision represents one arm of the reform movement
and.

Holmes Group members realize,

must be con¬

nected to changing education in general.
and Featherstone

(1988,

November)

Lanier

have stated that

"the reform of teacher education depends on
changes in ordinary schools:

the best teacher

education program will not make much difference if
its graduates find themselves in schools where
they are not treated as professionals.
Holmes vision to work,

For the

ordinary schools will have

to become places that nurture the growth and
development of teachers over the span of their
careers.

This is why the Holmes Group cannot
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succeed without strong allies among classroom
teachers and principals,

who are,

Profession of education"

(p.

after all,

the

21-22).

There is a realization among members of the group
that this effort must include experienced teachers
working with university staff in order for mean¬
ingful change to occur.
Among the concerns of the Holmes Group mem¬
bers we find agreement with Ann Lieberman,

Linda

Darling-Hammond and Phillip Schlechty with regards
to reform movements whose primary objective is to
"bureaucratize teaching and dictate classroom
practices to classroom teachers from the central
offices and the state houses"

(p.

22).

Autonomy

of the classroom teachers will be their emphasis
and

not mandate of process and substance.

School Improvement Through Teachers
Process and Development

Ann Lieberman

(1986)

concurs with Passow agreeing that the major em¬
phasis

of most suggestions is on "product and

mandate" and,

not on,

"process and development".

Her examples of "product and mandate"

include the

fact that educators are often called upon to in¬
stitute such "novel"

ideas as:
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lengthening the

school day and school year,
quirements,

raising graduation re¬

instituting competency tests

dents and teachers,

developing merit pay

for stu¬
incen¬

tives and even redefining the nature of the
profession.
practical

Lieberman also contends that

few

suggestions are given in the numerous

research documents provided by the commissions,
studies and reports.

she continues to emphasize

that teachers are the means through which educa¬
tion will

improve.

Understanding the predicaments

which face teachers
and then,

in their daily experiences,

beginning at that reality point,

reformers will be able to work with educators to
develop

improvements

for education

in America.

Ann Lieberman makes reference to several
studies
based

in order to provide additional research-

information supporting the concept of col¬

laboration,
cal

teacher participation,

nature of

studies
studies,

school

improvement.

of the early 70's,
which

of

She refers to

including the Rand

"included the

participation of teachers

and the practi¬

importance of early

in thinking and planning

school-improvement efforts.

teered to participate.
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Teachers volun¬

Consider this proposition:
ingly

"it

implausible that we could

formance of
teachers,

schools,

is

increas-

improve the per¬

attract and retain talented

or make sensible demands upon ad¬

ministrators without promoting

leadership

teaching by teachers"

1988,

Little's

1981

describes

(Little,

study in Boulder,

78).

Colorado,

"the actual behaviors manifested by both

principals and teachers who

learned to be col¬

leagues by planning together,

creating curriculum,

teaching and critiquing each other,
nouncing the expectations
doing

p.

in

it together.

publicly an¬

for sharing,

In addition,

and then

Little's

findings

report that teachers came to staff-development
meetings with the
in building a

idea that they were participants

learning community where all were

involved,

rather than that they were meeting to

remediate

some

yet

failure on their part.

This

subtle

important distinction makes the difference be¬

tween professional development programs or ac¬
tivities that enhance teachers'

sense of profes¬

sionalism and mandates which make assumptions
negating teachers'

past experience and knowledge.

Collaboration between principal and teacher,
teacher and teacher

is critical
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in school-

and

lmprovement efforts.

The teachers'

flcacy must be enhanced"
Becker,

(p.

sense of ef-

loo from Daft and

1978) .

As president of the American Federation of
Teachers,

Albert Shanker,

expressed his sentiments

regarding the restructuring of schools in America
(1986,

September).

He strongly advocates the

philosophy presented in the 1986 Report of the
Task Force on Teaching as a Profession of the Car¬
negie Forum on Education and the Economy:
Prepared:

Teachers of the 21st Century.

A Nation
shanker

contends that this document "offers a realistic
blueprint for schools.

it recognizes that if we

sre to create a professional environment for
learning,

we must reorganize schools and enable

teachers to function as professionals in all areas
of schooling"

(p.

13).

This reorganization must

include teachers in the decision-making process
especially in the areas of curriculum,
programming,

student

classroom instructional procedures

and budget allocation.

Finally,

the area of staff

development is considered by Shanker.

He concurs

with A Nation Prepared regarding staff development
in the schools.

The recommendations include the

creation of the position of lead teacher.
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Faculty

members holding these positions would be involved
in working with new teachers.
sisting,

to evaluating and,

From hiring,

finally,

sion of retention or dismissal,

to as¬

to the deci¬

this professional

would be meaningfully involved in the process.
At the same time,

he sees the need for "a

major overhaul of certification standards... a
rigorous,

national,

nongovernmental examination,

comparable to those in other professions"(p.
Subject area mastery,

13).

wide knowledge of both

time-tested and recent pedagogical technigues and
theories coupled with extensive,

supervised inter¬

nship and residency would be the companion com¬
ponents of this plan.

Basic Principles of Supervision
Thomas J.

Sergiovanni provides a definitive

list of basic principles of administration and su¬
pervision that enhance the teaching and learning
process.

These principles,

he suggests,

should be

the guide for principals and staff as they develop
school structures

(1987):

The principle of cooperation.
Cooperative
teaching arrangements facilitate teaching and
enhance learning.
Further, they help overcome the
debilitating effects of isolation that presently
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characterizes teaching,
In successful schools
organizational structures enhance cooperation /
among teachers.
The principle of empowerment.
Feelinas of
empowerment among teachers contribute to Swne?ship
whpn ?Cr6KSe commitment and motivation to work.
theirtn5nh^ f^el m°re like Pawns than 0rigins of
behavior, they respond with reduced commitment, mechanical behavior, indifference, and,
Tn ^n^eme^C?SeSu dlssatisfaction and alienation.
In successful schools, organizational structures
enhance empowerment among teachers.
The Principle of responsibility.
Most
teachers and other school professionals want
responsibility.
Responsibility upgrades the im¬
portance and significance of their work and
provides a basis for the recognition of their sue
cess.
In successful schools, organizational
structures encourage teacher responsibility.
The principle of accountabi1ity.
Account—
ability is related to empowerment and respon¬
sibility.
It provides the healthy measure of ex¬
citement, challenge, and importance that raises
the stakes just enough so that achievement means
something.
In successful schools, organizational
structures allow teachers to be accountable for
their decisions and achievements.
The principle of meaninafulness.
When
teachers find their jobs to be meaningful, jobs
not only take on a special significance but also
provide teachers with feelings of intrinsic satis¬
faction.
In successful schools, organizational
structures provide for meaningful work.
The principle of abilitv-authoritv.
The
noted theorist Victor Thompson (1965) stated that
the major problem facing modern organizations
today is the growing gap existing between those
who have authority to act but not ability and
those who have ability to act and not authority.
This principle seeks to place those who have
ability to act in the forefront of the decision¬
making arena. In successful schools, organiza¬
tional structures promote authority based on
ability.
In schools and school districts where it
is necessary for authority to be formally linked
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to one's position in the organizational hierarchy.
ay
y day practice is characterized by formal and
informal delegation of this authority to those
with ability (pp.
317-318).
Leader—Follower Relations

Rensis Likert wrote New Patterns of Manaae-ent

(1961)

which became a classic work in the

human resource tradition.

He suggested that the

leader must consider the expectations,
interpersonal skills of the followers.

values,

and

The leader

must "build group cohesiveness and motivation for
productivity by providing freedom for responsible
decision making and exercise of initiative"
(Stogdill,

p.

22).

Likert's perspective of a new management sys¬
tem kept the traditional hierarchical structure of
organizations but placed more emphasis on groups
and on the quality of interpersonal relationships
(Bolman & Deal,

1984).

He also stated that the

effective leader "identifies with both superiors
and subordinates...has sufficient influence with
superiors that he can effectively represent his
subordinates interests... is both a good leader and
a follower,

able to satisfy the expectations of

both superiors and subordinates"
322) .

(Stogdill,

p.

The term "system" as defined by McGregor
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(1967,
parts

p.

39)

is an assembly of interdependent

(subsystems)

its survival".

whose interaction determines

Each of Likert's systems describe

both the managers and subordinates

(subsystems),

and the manner in which they communicate and act
(interactions).
Using Likert's Systems as a reference point,
a broad overview of various leadership theories
will be presented showing similarities,
tions,

connec¬

dissimilarities and oppositions among the

concepts.
System 1 describes management as having no
confidence or trust in subordinates.

Decisions

are made at the top without input from the
workers.

Threats of punishment and fear charac¬

terize the managerial approach.

Occasional

rewards that may be given are at the physiological
and safety needs levels.
stated by McGregor,

Theory X assumptions,

detail the attitudes which

would be representative of those held by a System
1 type manager.

The idea that most people must be

closely controlled and often coerced to achieve
organizational objectives is an example.
"manager" rather than "leader"
in these approaches.

The term

is more appropriate

Autocratic leadership styles
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evident in the 1930s are another representation of
this philosophy.
and Lippit

Lippit and White

(1960)

(1943)

and White

noted that the authoritarian

leader made the decisions for the group and showed
it what to do.

When the leader was not present,

the workers reduced productivity.

This symptom is

indicative of the ineffectiveness of this leader¬
ship style.

In the forties,

organizational struc¬

tures were often led by a patriarchal styled
leader.

A father—like figure who had almost un¬

limited powers over others.

Tannenbaum and

Schmidt's leader behavior continuum represents the
authoritarian,

task-oriented leader at one extreme

of their model.

He too makes all of the decisions

and then simply announces them.
Ritchie's

(1970)

Miles and

study of 330 managers led them to

construct a theoretical framework to describe the
basic linkage between manager attitudes towards
subordinates and the kind of consultation that
particular attitude would create.

Their Tradi¬

tional Model also describes the autocratic style
represented here.

David Berlew

(1974)

presented

three categories of leadership models and his Cus-
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todial has task efficiency as its focus and,
therefore,

should be grouped within this set of

ideas.
Because of the theories related to Likert's
System 1 assume that the follower is extremely im¬
mature,

it would follow that Hersey and

Blanchard's si leader style would be implemented
by a leader attempting to follow their model.
This style is highly task oriented and weak on
consideration for forming relationships.
the job done is primary.

Vroom and Yetton

Getting
(1970)

a series of Decision Methods to be used
by leaders in particular situations.

The symbol

A-l represents the process which gives the leader
the decision-making power without any input from
subordinates.
Transactional leaders clarify the role and
task requirements for subordinates,
tion to the follower,

provide direc¬

offer contingent reward sys¬

tems as motivators and practice management by ex¬
ception and,

therefore,

Weber

constructed a model of "bureaucracy"

(1947)

belong to this group.

which reflects a fixed division of labor among
participants in the organization.

Among its

characteristics is a pattern of roles and
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Max

relationships

structured to most effectively at¬

tain the organizational goals.

Human needs

se^~exPressi°n,

independence are

creativity and

for

not acknowledged.
System 2 management

is seen as having conde¬

scending confidence and trust

in subordinates.

Management still makes the bulk of the decisions
but,

at times,

may provide a

framework within

which subordinates are allowed to make decisions.
Rewards and some potential or actual punishment
may be used to motivate.
of

The Human Relations model

leadership also treats

scending manner.

In the

subordinates

in a conde¬

1930s so called

Democratic Supervision was employed by some
managers.
tuality,

This term is misleading because

in ac¬

it was a manipulation of the followers.

Moving along the continuum constructed by Tannenbaum and Schmidt we begin to enter the area of
freedom for
authority,

subordinates.
however,

presents problem,
decision.

The source of

is

still major.

gets

suggestions,

At times,

this

The

leader
leader

and makes the

leader may allow some

subordinate decision-making within defined
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limits.

Miles and Ritchie's Human Relations model
fits within the System 2 and System 3 models.

in¬

creasing amounts of participation are visible and
attitudes move from condescending to substantial.
However,

leaders still doubt that subordinates can

contribute meaningfully to the decision-making.
Situational Theory's quadrant would be S2,

high

task/high relationship because the maturity level
of the follower would be considered to be
moderate.

Most of the direction still provided by

the leader.
Vroom and Yetton would use the decision¬
making process labeled All.

The leader would ob¬

tain necessary information from group members and
then proceed to make his own decision.
System 3 depicts management as having sub¬
stantial but not complete confidence in subor¬
dinates.

Followers are permitted to make more

specific decisions at the lower levels.
Communication flows up and down.

Rewards,

some punishment and some involvement are used to
motivate followers.
confidence exist.

Moderate amounts of trust and
Referring to Tannenbaum and

Schmidt we find the area on the continuum at the
maximum in favor of freedom for subordinates.
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The

ultimate provided for followers is functioning in¬
dependently but still within limits defined by the
superior.

The democratic,

relationships oriented

style maintains limits set by superiors as a
characteristic of the far end of the leader be¬
havior continuum.
S3,

high relationship/low task behavior,

reflected in follower participation in the
decision-making process,
munication,

through two-way com¬

would be the Hersey-Blanchard style of

leader behavior implemented here.

Vroom and

Yetton's normative decision method would be Cl or
CII.

This approach would involve conferring with

group members individually,

or as a group,

gather

the input and make a decision which may or may not
reflect the ideas presented to the leader.
System 4 characterizes management as having
complete confidence and trust in the subordinates.
Throughout the organization decisions are being
made at all levels.
peers,

as well as,

Communication flows among
vertically.

Friendly,

exten¬

sive superior-subordinate trust and widespread
responsibility for the control process with the
lower units fully involved both exist.

Theories

operating in this realm have their base in the
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Theory Y assumptions set forth by McGregor.

Con¬

fidence is placed in the people and the belief is
that they can be self-directed and creative then
properly motivated.
social,

esteem,

This motivation occurs at the

and self-actualization levels,

as

well as physiological and security levels.
Capacity for creativity in solving organizational
problems is widely distributed in the population.
The Human Resources frame provides a major
set of theoretical assumptions which correspond
with the System 4 and Theory Y approaches.
Beliefs include the attitude that organizations
exist to serve human needs and,
between the two is good,

that when the fit

both benefit.

Humans are

able to do meaningful and satisfying work while
providing the resources the organization needs to
accomplish its mission

(Bolman & Deal p.

65) .

Referring to Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs,
those needs at the top of the pyramid can be con¬
sidered when these styles of management exist.
Self-esteem and self-actualization of group mem¬
bers can be developed within this type of or¬
ganizational structure.
nificant.

Argyris

(1957)

Ego needs now become sig¬
developed a theory

similar to Maslow and McGregor's which relates to
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a maturity continuum which shows how people can
develop within social systems providing proper
conditions.

He contends that such maneuvers as

job enlargement and participatory management will
develop maturity in the workers.
Ritchie's

(1971)

Miles and

model contains an approach

labeled "Human Resources" which can be added to
this group.

They include self-direction and

self-control as motivators.
"Theory Z"

(1981)

Ouichi published

which suggests that humanized

working conditions not only increase productivity
and profits but also self-esteem of employees.

He

adds that workers must consider themselves of
value and significance to the organization and
that this will be learned through the approach
used by the manager.
Relating these styles to Hersey and
Blanchard's "Situational Leadership Theory" the
System 4 types would operate most often in the
quadrant S4,

delegating approach.

Assumptions in¬

clude high maturity of the followers which would,
in turn,

allow for matters to be appropriately

dealt with by the followers.

This relationship

would have evolved over a period time depending on
the rate of maturity of the workers.
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Hersey and Blanchard do espouse the concept
the varying degrees of task and relationship be¬
havior will exist whenever situational demands
call for it but,

the S4 will be most prevalent

with these particular leaders.
The new age,
David Berlew

charismatic visionary which

(1974)

describes as an emerging type

of leader who works with subordinates in develop¬
ing a "common vision" related to the values shared
by organization members is in the forefront of the
current literature.

Value-related opportunities

and activities are discovered or created within
the framework of the mission of the organization.
These leaders make organization members feel
stronger and more in control of their own des¬
tinies both individually and collectively.

Fol¬

lowers become "empowered".
Transformational leaders also possess these
characteristics.

They motivate,

inspire,

provide

individualized consideration and intellectual
stimulation to the followers.
pose,

vitality,

The sense of pur¬

energy which is the heart of the

organization is the spirit moving the organization
to achieve that vision communicated by the leader.
Once the leader has communicated the vision,
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the

same skills utilized by human resources advocates
come into play.

Staff input into the problem¬

solving process;

sharing performance information

with workers;

sharing skills and knowledge with

subordinates and,

finally,

to make independent,

empowering individuals

responsible decisions regard¬

ing the organization's operations are all utilized
by the leader.
Many school systems are making meaningful
changes by implementing the principles presented
by Sergiovanni.

Those districts serve as models

for others to evaluate.

The following are several

of the more prominent.
The Salt Lake City model in which governance
is shared between faculty,

administrators and

parents is cited as an example.

The school

decision-making council members are stakeholders
and,

therefore,

feel that the education process is

effective.
One aspect of this model is the weekly two
hour consultation time which is be provided for
department or grade level teams to discuss what
they were doing,
were doing it.

how it was working and why the
Staff development programs are

also chosen by the teachers and are based on their
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perceived needs.

The burden of responsibility is

placed on the educators.

They would are expected

to convey the correct information to policy makers
using their professional voices to make the public
aware of what is known about learning and teaching.
The Jefferson County,

Kentucky,

Public

Schools are developing and implementing a model
for changing the way schools are organized and
managed;
tured;

the way the teaching profession is struc¬

and the way institutions of higher educa¬

tion relate to public schools.

Portions of the

national reform movement have provided the
guidance and sustenance for this "reinventing of
schools".
During the summer and early fall of 1986,
plans for "professional development schools" were
presented to educators in the county.

Coordina¬

tion for the reform efforts was conducted through
the Gheens Professional Development Academy.

The

academy carries out what can be considered to be
staff or human resources development and school
improvement.
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The document entitled "Visions,

Beliefs,

and

Standards for the Jefferson County Professional
Schools" presents the overview of the 10-year
project.

The vision states that the purpose of

the project is to help the county schools become
"a place where every leader is a teacher,
teacher is a leader,
cess"

and every student is a suc¬

(Schlechty et al,

1988,

November,

Following the vision statement,
beliefs are stated.

every

p.

30).

six foundational

Three of these statements are

relevant to this discussion:

Teachers are leaders

and principals are leaders of leaders;

the busi¬

ness of the school district and the state is to
assure that each school unit operates under op¬
timal conditions and produces optimal results;

and

staff success results from motivated and competent
people working in an environment that is committed
to their success,
ment p.

continuing growth,

and develop¬

30).

Schlechty envisions a public school system
which is working toward a "radically different
configuration of roles and responsibilities"
31) .

In order to accomplish this task,

(p.

resources

will need to be allocated in a different way;
teachers will need to be involved in identifying
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problems and making meaningful decisions about how
to solve them.
made,

Once those decisions have been

those making them will have access to infor¬

mation which will assist them is assessing the im¬
pact of those decisions.

Finally,

it is noted

that members of the Jefferson County Public
Schools have proceeded with what they term "little
tries" knowing full well that changing culture is
even more difficult than personal habits or be¬
haviors.

Each year an assessment of the program

will be undertaken in order to establish
benchmarks to measure progress toward the vision.
From Rochester,

New York,

reports in the November,

Linda Tinelli Sheive
1988 issue of Educational

Leadership on the "New Roles for Administrators in
Rochester".

Newly negotiated teachers'

contract

agreements include mandated new roles and respon¬
sibilities for classroom teachers as well as new
levels of reimbursement.

She presents a broad

view of comments made by twelve administrators.
Five were from the central office and the remain¬
ing seven were building administrators.
Decentralized decision-making is the major change
in the contract.

"Planning teams of teachers and

administrators in schools will have the authority
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to make school-based decisions about teacher
selection,

goal development,

scheduling,

resource allocation,

and staff development activities.

Classroom teachers will have more responsibility
for curriculums,

student achievement,

cial control of students

(p.

and the so¬

53).

Sheive presents the overall opinions of the
administrators as being positive.

They anticipate

being facilitators when working with faculty mem¬
bers.

They used terms like "persuade,

assist,

convince,

redefine,

monitor,

model,

explain,

develop,

and encourage" when discussing interac¬

tion with teachers
However,

(p.

55).

several of the administrators had

concerns regarding some aspects of the changes.
One elementary school principal stated that he ex¬
pects to act as the "expert" on the building plan¬
ning team.

He anticipates a need to serve in this

capacity based on the fact that most of the
teachers are not knowledgeable regarding school
law,

contract administration,

viewing techniques,

personnel,

inter¬

decision-making and group

development.
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A secondary principal expressed concern about
the readiness of all teachers to participate in
the new approach.

He felt that some will need to

be convinced that they can provide valuable input
into the process.

An additional concern was

regarding "home base guidance" which calls for
teachers to be responsible for the disciplining of
students in their homerooms.

He feels that he

will have to monitor this very closely to deter¬
mine the level of success achieved.

Role Of The Principal
Participatory management is not permissive
management.

It means involvement towards an end

that all agree upon.

Focus on people who are

ready to move and who have an interest in the
project.

Others will follow and become involved.

Seek out the nucleus of "turned-on" people whose
readiness is very high.

EVERYBODY TREATS EVERYBODY

AND EVERYTHING WITH RESPECT.

"The basic criterion

for the new manager should be that he get satis¬
faction out of watching other people grow.

Watch¬

ing someone try something they have never tried
before and succeed at it,
from it"

(p.

or fail at it and learn

45).
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Masters of Change
Rosabeth Moss Kanter has devoted a chapter in
the book,

The Change Masters,

to the discussion of

"The Dilemmas of Participation",

she states that

"the masters of change are also masters of the use
of participation"

(p.

241).

Use of of vehicles

identified in such terms as "task forces",
"quality circles","problem-solving groups" and
shared-responsibility teams" allows the leader to
be close to the power source and to gain access to
the knowledge,

available means and sustentation

needed for implementation of productive changes.
Kanter further states that the use of the
aforementioned mechanisms is appropriate in cer¬
tain specific types of decision-making situations.

Shared Decision Making
Staying ahead of change,
the Vroom and Yetton research

according to both
(1973)

and the in¬

formation gained from studies of large companies
(p.

242) ,

is the most appropriate use of shared

decision-making:
to gain new sources of expertise and ex-
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aSn^nCe/t0 get collab°ration that multiplies
feedback V
Providing assistance,
man
k/
stimulation of better perfor-

^

to allow all of those who feel they know
something about the subject to get involved
to build consensus on a controversial issue
to allow representatives of those affected by
an issue to influence decisions and build
commitment to them
to tackle a problem which no one 'owns'
virtue of organizational assignment

by

to allow more wide-ranging or creative
discussions/solutions than available by nor
mal means (e.g. to get an unusual group
together)
to balance or confront vested interests in
the face of the need to change
to address conflicting approaches or views
to avoid precipitate action and explore a
variety of effects
to create an opportunity and enough time to
study a problem in depth
to develop and educate people through their
participation: new skills, new information,
new contacts

Inversely,

there are occasions when par

ticipation or employee involvement is not ap¬
propriate,

included are:

when one person clearly has greater expertise
on the subject than all others
when those affected by the decision acknow
ledge and accept that expertise
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when there is a 'hip-pocket solution'— the
manager or company already know the 'riqht
answer'
when someone has the subject as part of
his/her regular job assignment, and it was
not his/her idea to form the team
when no one really cares all that much about
the issue
when no development or learning important to
others would be served by their involvement
when there is no time for discussion Power—
."
ability to control and influence others
provides the basis for the direction of or ganizations and for the attainment of social goals.
Leadership is the exercise of power" (Zaleznik and
Kets de Vries p.
3).

Power As Empowerment
Stimson and Applebaum

(1988)

believe that

the effective use of power is widely misunderstood
by educators".

The field of education is con¬

sidered to be the forum for the communication of
knowledge and,

therefore,

educators should not be

concerned with the issues of power and influence.
Overt use of power is often replaced by subtle
manipulation which is no less an exercise of power
(p.

313) .

They continue their discussion of

power with a definition of power as empowerment.
"According to this view,

power sharing encourages

people at all levels of the organization to be in¬
volved in the decision making without feeling
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manipulated.

such

involvement engenders

commitment to the organization,

increased

along with greater

self-respect on the part of the subordinate
314).

Patricia Cox

in an article written for

Educational Leadership
the

(p.

1983)

(November,

stresses

importance of support from principal to the

teachers

in terms of time,

focus,

resources and

'protection from additional responsibilities".
These changing conditions require many prin¬
cipals to rethink their approach to administrative
procedures

if they tend toward the bureaucratic

approach.

Deal

and Kennedy's

(1982)

leadership

pyramid model has been adopted by Shirley McCune
(1984)

in an attempt to assist principals

responding to the changing conditions.
level

in

The

lowest

of the pyramid consists of managerial tasks

such as budgeting,

scheduling,

tional procedures.

Above this

tional

Supervision of

leadership.

and daily opera¬
layer

is

instruc¬

instruction af¬

fords the principal the greatest opportunity to
shape their
ing

to

Through the process of

shar¬

instructional decision-making with teachers,

principals
and

schools.

can share

in both the responsibility

opportunity to redefine school
"encompass more global

leadership and

spheres of
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influence"

(Regan,

1988).

Success at the first two levels of

the pyramid allows movement to the two highest
level,

symbolic and cultural.

Definition of the

mission of the school can best be done by the
principal.

No one else has the opportunity to

view the school from such a perspective as does
the principal.

They can be everywhere,

thing and be seen by everyone.

see every¬

Establishing the

major instructional decision-making to the
teachers,

the principal can concentrate his ef¬

forts to establishing a culture that transforms
the school into a learning society(p.
McLaughlin,
(1986)

Pfeifer,

86).

Swanson-Owens,

and Yee

have listed factors which they noted as en¬

vironmental working conditions that influence the
development of frustration and disillusionment
among teachers.

Among them were:

Lack of teacher input into decisions that directly
affect their work
Administrative decisions that undermine teachers'
professional judgment and expertise
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Negative Perceptions
A highly negative perception of the teacherempowerment movement is presented by Gene Geisert,
Associate Professor of Educational Administration
at St.

John's University

November,

1988).

(Educational Leadership,

This discussion centers around a

critique of the Carnegie Foundation's May,
report,

A_ Nation Prepared;

1986,

Teachers for t.hP

—ntury which he credits for giving impetus to the
teacher-empowerment movement.
that only

Geisert contends

teachers unions and their constituents"

are served by the recommendations of the report
(p.

56) .

He refers to specific statements made

in the Carnegie Report and then refutes the
validity of the comment using references to other
educational researchers to clarify his notions.
He refers to page 68 of the report and restates
the specific items describing increased teacher
authority:

making important policy decisions in¬

cluding use of instructional materials and
methods,

the staffing structure,

of the school day,
grade or class,

the organization

the assignment of students to

the hiring and use of support

staff and consultants and the allocation of
resources available to the school.
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Changing Principal Behaviors
Involve this person
tive goals.

(Peters 1988)

(principal)

in some posi¬

Focus on very tiny successes.

In¬

volve him with a team of local principals on some
district level goal of direct value to him that
would leave him to want to get involved.
The principal empowers his teachers and,
the same time,

at

demands that the values of the

school be observed and continually monitors
progress the school is making toward its vision.
KANTER "...freedom is not the absence of
structure

letting people go off and do whatever

they want—but rather a clear structure which
enables people to work within established bound¬
aries in a creative and autonomous way"
243) .
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(1983,

p.

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

Purpose of the Study

Among the numerous books,

journal articles

and committee reports published in the realm of
educational literature during the eighties,

the

topic of teacher empowerment received a great deal
of attention.

Many authors reported that the de¬

gree of teacher involvement in the decison-making
activities at the school-building level is
generally,

limited

Darling-Hammond,
& Hord,
1984;

1987;

(Barth,

1988;

Kanter,

Lieberman,

1980,

1981a,

Devaney & Sykes,
1983;

1986;
1988; Hall

Lieberman & Miller,

1988; Maeroff,

1986 and Stimson & Applebaum,

1988;

1988).

authors discussed teacher impressions,

Shanker,
These
principal

impressions and some even compared and contrasted
both sides of the relationship.
Stimson and Applebaum
Anchorage,

(1988)

For example,

focused their

Alaska study on "power as empowerment"

and involved both teachers and principals in the
study.

Results indicated that "...teachers were
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more satisfied with principals with personal
rather than positional power strategies...",

In-

depth interviews revealed that those teachers
believed that their principals cared about their
opinions and responded to their concerns....
In May,

1986,

a report of an 8,000 teacher

survey was presented in Instructor magazine in¬
dicating the teachers lack of meaningful oppor¬
tunities to make decisions concerning their
professional lives.

It was suggested by the

authors that principals should heed this type of
information and come to the realization that
"power-sharing,

through collaboration and par¬

ticipative decision-making,

can give teachers a

sense of ownership and enhance their self-esteem"
(p.

31).
Through the department of Educational Policy,

Research and Administration,

a group of doctoral

candidates at the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst,

chose to do a series of studies whose

focus fell under the "umbrella" of teacher em¬
powerment .
term itself,
ment,

Investigations focused on defining the
teacher attitudes regarding empower¬

superintendent behaviors,

and included this

research which has investigated principal be-
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haviors.

These studies

professionals working
the

concentrated on the

in communities

located

in

Southeast Educational Region of

Massachusetts.The doctoral candidates were
ested

in

inter¬

learning what attitudes were held and

which behaviors were practiced by those profes¬
sionals working within that educational region.

The results enabled the researchers to gain infor¬
mation which was then compared to current educa¬
tional practices discussed in the literature
reports.

Findings from the various doctoral

research projects could then be consolidated under
that "umbrella" and provide an overall picture of
the status of teacher empowerment in the region.
Finally,

recommendations would be made regarding

the areas of need identified by the various
studies.
This

particular study analyzed the behaviors

of a number of principals to determine if,
reality,

in

these principals were utilizing behaviors

which truly foster meaningful teacher-empowerment
in consequential decision-making situations.

The

literature repeatedly referred to the teachers'
need to be involved and this researcher set out to
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investigate practices implemented by principals
employed in the southeast educational region of
the state of Massachusetts.

Helve the concerns of those working in the
classrooms been heeded?
Are these principals empowering teachers?
To what degree are they involving teachers in
their administrative practices?

In this study,
lows:

terms shall be defined as fol¬

"Meaningful" shall be defined as being of

great consequence.
situations"

"Consequential decision-making

shall be defined as those which impact

the quality of life in the school.
The specific purposes are as follows:

1.

to identify particular behaviors utilized by
the principal in daily decision¬
making activities

2.

to identify the extent to which the principal
utilizes teacher decision-making to influence
the daily administrative and supervisory
activities

3.

to determine whether any significant or prac¬
tical correlations exist among the degree to
which a principal exercises teacher involvement
in the decision-making process and either of
the following: gender of the principal or
school level.
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Research Design

Instrumentation and Data Gathering

Through the literature review,

leadership

theories have been correlated to gain a broad
overview and to learn the similarities,
tions,

connec¬

dissimilarities and oppositions among them.

Using Likert's Systems Theory as the point of
reference,

four basic models were developed and

each expanded to include similar theories.

This

process yielded information upon which the concept
for the response choices was built.
B^cjifining at the lowest level of leaderfollower relations is the model which has the or¬
ganizational goals as its major focus.

Human

needs are secondary with no regard shown for the
workers'

needs in the areas of self-expression,

creativity or independence.
The second approach reflects condescending
confidence and trust in the worker.

The bulk of

the decisions are still made at the administrative
level but,

at times,

a framework may be provided
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within which subordinates are allowed some
decision-making power.

Manipulation is a key word

in models of this type.
As one proceeds through this hierarchy of
management styles,

the worker continues to gain

greater participation in the organizational
decision-making process.

The third group of

theories stresses greater two-way communication,
more freedom for subordinates and final decisions
which may or may not include leader ideas.
Finally,

complete confidence and trust in

subordinates is demonstrated by leaders in the
fourth catagory.

Communication flows among peers,

as well as vertically.

The lower units of the or¬

ganization are fully involved in the control
process.

There is value placed in the people and

in the belief that they can be self-directed and
creative when properly motivated.
The knowledge gained from both the management
theories and teacher status reports discussed in
the literature review provided the foundation for
the development of a questionnaire through which
specific administratives behaviors could be
presented to the principals.
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(Appendix 2)

The first eight

items on the survey

instru¬

ment were designed to gather the demographic data:

1•

Gender

2.

Highest

level of

formal education

Last credit or non-credit course attended
Years of

full-time teaching experience

Years of

full-time assistant principalship

6.

Years of

full-time assistant principalship

7.

Membership

in area principals organization

8.

Membership

in a professional organization

The remaining
were

fifty-five questionnaire

formulated to gather

behaviors.
Maeroff

items

information on principal

This researcher chose to use both

and Barth's

lists of suggested principal

behaviors as the framework for the choice of
topics to be

investigated.

1*

Articulating the goal.
Communication of the
principal's vision fosters teacher
involvement in school leadership.

2.

Relinguishing.
Capacity to allow teachers
to use their creative powers to make
decisions.

3.

Entrusting and Involving teachers in
decision-making.
Tough and important
problems must be handed over to teachers
before the principal has decided on the
solution.
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4.

Assigning responsibility wiselyThe
principal must give individual teachers
responsibility for matters for which they
care deeply.
if that teacher needs help
developing his skills, the principal and
other faculty members share the
interactive and interdependent
experience.
Sharing responsibility for failnrp.
As much can be gained from stumbling
together as from succeeding.
Attributing success to the teacher.
Good principals are more often
hero-makers than heroes.
He should allow
success to reflect upon the teachers
involved.
Does the principal acknowledge
the accomplishments of the teachers?
Believing in teachers.
Principal should
attend to those characteristics which
distinguish one teacher from another.
Admitting ignorance.
'I don't know how'
is an attractive and disarming invitation
that a teacher is likely to accept and
handle responsibly.

Eleven major topics were formulated.

They are

listed below in order of presentation on the sur¬
vey instrument:

Formulation of the Annual Goal Statement.
Collegiality Among Faculty Members and/or Ad¬
ministrators .
Use of Standardized Test Results
Selection of New Personnel
Budgetary Decisions
Textbook Selection
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Grading Policies
Standardized Test Instruments
Building Discipline Code
Accountability
In-Service

Following each of the eleven headings,
series of four statements,

a

each exemplifying an

increased degree of teacher involvement in
decision-making,

was presented.

Quantitative

methodology was employed using the forced choice
method.
item.

Examinees were asked to respond to every

The response choices were:
Usually
Sometimes
Usually Not.

The instrument was field tested using five of
the principals belonging to the total survey
population.

The instrument was evaluated for

readability,

structure,

responses and format.

consistency of expected
In response to suggestions

made by participants in the field study testing,
each of the eleven headings was structured to con-
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tain a comment section which allowed respondents
the opportunity to clarify or expand upon their
choice selections.

Population

The population surveyed includes the threehundred eighty-one

(381)

junior high school,

elementary,

middle and

and high school principals

working in the area designated by the Mas¬
sachusetts Department of Education as the
Southeast Region.

Geographically,

this area ex¬

tends from Provincetown inward to Attleboro in the
east;

to the southern boundary of Massachusetts at

the Rhode Island state line;
Norwell and Avon.
(381)

and north as far as

Of the three-hundred eighty-one

questionnaires that were distributed,

hundred eight

(208)

two-

responses were returned.

Four

indicated that particular schools were no longer
in existence.

The information reported here was

collected from the remaining two-hundred four
(204)

responses.

This fifty-four percent

(54%)

return figure will be used as basis for the
analysis

(TABLE 1 p.

66).
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TABLE 1
POPULATION DISTRIBUTION

Level_
Sent

Response_
Distribution

Return Rate
bv Level

N

N

258

129

67.7

50.0

Middle/
Junior High

60

36

15.7

60.0

High

63

39

16.5

61.9

381

204

Elementary

Total

%

%

Survey Procedures
1.

Upon completion of the field testing pro¬
cedures, the survey was conducted.
The
questionnaire was distributed via the United
States Postal Service (Appendix 2).

2.

A letter of transmittal containing an
explanation of the purpose and importance of
the study was included (Appendix 1).

3.

Confidentiality was provided to responders.
Coding of response sheets was utilized.
A
stamped, self-addressed return envelope was
included.

Data Processing
The collection of integrated computer
programs entitled Statistical Package for the So¬
cial Sciences

(SPSSX)

was employed to gather the
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catagorical data on each closed form item.
of the

Each

first eight items reporting demographic

data has been analyzed and the results have been
presented in Chapter 4.
Frequency distributions,
descriptive statistics,

percentages,and

were all utilized to

determine the extent of teacher empowerment repre¬
sented by the behavior choices reported by the
principals.
investigated
in teaching,

Comparisons related to gender were
relative to school level,

experience

and number of years of administrative

experience.
Once determined,

the summary statistics were

used by the researcher to determine the response
patterns on each closed form item.
The question was:

"To what extent were the

principals employing behaviors which allowed
teacher empowerment to exist?"
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CHAPTER IV
DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSTS

This researcher intended to find out "what
were" the behavior patterns implemented by the
principals working in the southeast educational
region of Massachusetts at the time of the census.
This descriptive research project has been
designed to gather that information.

The

responses have provided the writer with informa¬
tion which reports the extent to which the par¬
ticular,

identified behaviors are typically util¬

ized by the building-level administrators to
foster the empowerment of faculty members.

Demographic Data
Before discussing the choice and comment sec¬
tions of the survey,

the researcher has reported

the results of the demographic items numbered one
to eight on the questionnaire.
Gender:

Item 1 seeks indentification of the gender

of the respondent.

Distribution among the popula¬

tion was as follows:

Forty-eight

(23.7%)

members

of the sample are female and the remaining one
hundred fifty-six

(76.3%)

are males.
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(TABLE 2).

TABLE 2
GENDER DISTRIBUTION
N

Female
Male

%

48

23.7

156

76.3

Level of Education
This is reported by questionnaire Item 2.
One of the principals reported not to bei in possession of a Bachelor's Degree

(.49%).

remainder reported the following:
Bachelor's Degree
(63.7%)
(22%)

(.98%),

The

two have a

one hundred thirty

have earned Masters Degrees.

Forty-five

possess a C.A.G.S and twenty-six

(12.7%)

have terminal degrees.
A further analysis provided the breakdown by
gender.

This allowed the researcher to make a

comparison to determine whether any gross dif¬
ferences existed.

TABLE 3

(p.

71)

shows figures

indicating that the three subjects holding only a
Bachelor's Degree or less are males.

The Masters

Degree distribution is consistent between both
genders

(F,

66.6%; Males 62.8%5).

It appears that

a greater number of males have a C.A.G.S.
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(23.7%

VS

16.6%)

and a higher proportion of the reporting

females have earned Doctorates
males,

(F,

16.6% and

11.5%).

TABLE 3
LEVEL OF EDUCATION

Total

Female

Male

204

48

156

N

%

N

Less than Bachelor's Degree

1

.49

0

Bachelor's Degree

2

.98

0

Masters Degree

%

N

%

0

1

.64

0

2

1.3

130

63.7

32

66.6

98

62.8

C. A. G. S.

45

22.0

8

16.6

37

23.7

Doctorate

26

12.7

8

16.6

18

11.5

Course Completion
Item 3 was created to determine if any significant
time had elapsed since the subjects had completed
either a credit or non-credit course.

Results in¬

dicated that nearly all of the reporting pricipals
have taken courses within at least the last three
years

(99%) .

The remaining one percent reported a

time span of four to five years.
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Full Time Teaching Experience
Principals were asked on Item 4 to choose the
year-range representative of years of teaching ex¬
perience.

This has been reported in relation to

the total population and by distribution of
choices by gender.

The researcher was attempting

to determine whether any meaningful differences
occured by gender in relation to time spent in
teaching prior to advancement into administration.
The data reported on this question told that
forty-seven percent

(96)

of the total population

has taught between six and ten years.

Comparing

the results to those in the gender breakdown,

it

was noted that none of the forty-eight female
respondents has less than six years of teaching
experience,
(27)

yet,

seventeen point three percent

of the males were able to secure an

admnistrative experience with five years or less
experience in the classroom.

In the next two time

ranges a higher percentage of women also exists.
Eleven to fifteen years:
(27)

male;

25%

(12)

and thirty-one percent

female and 17.3%
of the females

and only twelve point three percent of the males
worked in the classroom for this length of time.
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Conversely,
more,

in the last range,

twenty years or

the percentages were almost identical.

12.5%

of the females and twelve point three percent
12.3% of the males

(TABLE 4).

These results tell

us the figures and we are unable to determine
whether the differences can be attributed to
biases against women being hired in administrative
roles or because women have chosen to postpone
seeking those positions for various personal
reasons.

The fact remains that there are dif¬

ferences and this area appears to warrant further
investigation.

TABLE 4
YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE

Total

Female

Male

204

48

156

N

%

N

%

N

five or less years

7

3.5

0

0

27

17.3

six and ten years

96

47.0

15

31.0

64

41.0

eleven to fifteen years

60

29.4

12

25.0

27

17.3

sixteen to twenty years

8

3.9

15

31.0

19

12.3

33

16.2

6

12.5

19

twenty years or more

72

%

12.3

Assistant Principalship
The next area to be addressed is the topic:
years as assistant principal.

This was inves¬

tigated in relation to the entire population and
was not analyzed in terms of gender.

This deci¬

sion was made based on the manner in which the
population distributed itself in the total popula¬
tion.

Seventy-eight point eight percent

(161)

have

five or less years experience as an assistant
principal.
(29)

Another fourteen point four percent

were distributed in the six to ten year range

and six point eight percent

(14)

fell in the last

two ranges.

Full-Time Principalship
Item 6 asked

:

"How many years of experience

do you have as a full-time principal?".

The

highest concentration of responses either by
population or gender was in the 0 to 5 year range.
Thirty-five point two percent

(72)

of all respon¬

dents placed themselves in this range.

This

category contained a significant difference be¬
tween the percentages of females and males,
sixty-four point five percent of the females
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(31)

and twenty-seven percent

(42)

of the males.

The

next three ranges show the same percentages in the
total population results,
percent

(30).

fourteen point seven

Males and females were relatively

evenly distributed in the first two,
point one percent

(2)

four

of the females had sixteen

to twenty years and none
years as a principal.

however,

(0)

reported over twenty

Sixteen point six

(26)

of

the males have been principals for sixteen to
twenty years and twenty-five point seven percent
(40)

of the males have over twenty years of ex¬

perience as a building-level administrator and no
female reported being in this situation

(TABLE 5)

TABLE 5
EXPERIENCE AS A PRINCIPAL

N

Total

Female

204

48

%

Male
156

N

%

N

%

0 to 5

72

35.2

31

64.5

42

27.0

6 to 10

30

14.7

8

16.6

22

14.1

11 to 15

30

14.7

7

14.5

24

15.3

16 to 20

30

14.7

2

4.1

26

16.6

20 +

42

20.6

0

0

40

25.7
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Membership in A School Management Center
Responses to this item indicate that member¬
ship in such organizations is not a priority among
the respondents.
cent

(159)

Seventy-seven point eight per¬

reported in the negative.

point two percent

(45)

Twenty-two

indicated membership in

such a collegial organization.

Membership In A Professional Organization
One hundred ninety-three of the buildinglevel administrators indicate that they belong to
such organizations.

The major,

national organiza¬

tions most frequently identified are
frequency):

(in order of

Association for Supervision and Cur¬

riculum Development(ASCD),
Secondary School Principals

National Association of
(NASSP),

and National

Association of Elementary School Principals
(NAESP).

Most commonly,

regional and local as¬

sociations were also subscribed to in addition to
one of the national organizations.
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Analysis of Choice Item Responses
The major portion of the survey instrument
dealt with the investigation of principals'
perspectives as they relate to school-level deciion making.

Principals were asked to choose the

response which best exemplified the frequency of
behavior implementation in decision-making ac¬
tivities.

The three response choices are:

U = Usually
S = Sometimes
UN = Unusually
The frequency/percentage principal response
table

(TABLE 6)

presents a list of the categories

surveyed on the questionnaire.

it includes data

reporting the behavior patterns of the two-hundred
four respondents.

The management approaches util¬

ized by the principals in this sample are
evidenced by the figures below each implementation
frequency symbol

(N)

.

The response choices indi¬

cate the extent of empowerment which was granted
to the teachers by the respondents.
This information indicates patterns in the
extent of empowerment implemented by members of
the reporting group of principals.

Frequencies

reported at the extremes of Usually and Usually
Not are heavily weighted.

The middle ground
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response of Sometimes was the weakest selection
choice indicating that the reporting principals
were usually definitive in the choice of behaviors
utilized with subordinates.

TABLE 6
RESPONSES OF PRINCIPALS: FREQUENCIES/PERCENTAGES

U

N

S

%

N

UN

%

N

NR

%

N

%

ANNUAL GOAL STATEMENT

9.

no formal teacher input

40

19.6

46

22.5

109

53.4

9

4.4

10. teacher suggestion

129

63.2

47

23.0

19

9.3

9

4.4

11. teacher as partner

112

54.9

51

25.0

32

15.6

9

4.4

50

24.5

50

24.5

85

41.6

19

9.3

172

83.3

18

8.8

10

5.0

4

1.9

68

33.3

45

22.0

88

43.2

3

1.4

51

25.0

66

32.4

81

39.7

6

2.9

46

22.5

55

26.9

102

50.0

1

.5

144

70.6

11

5.4

47

23.0

0

0

12. teachers alone

COLLEGIALITY

14. lunch and preparation
period

15. weekly release time

16. teacher-teacher
observation time

17. team governance

USE OF STANDARDIZED TEST RESULTS

19. kept in office
(continued next page)
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TABLE 6 continued
20. copies to teachers

145

71.1

35

17.2

22

11.7

0

0

51

25.0

55

27.0

98

48.0

0

0

53

26.0

83

40.7

67

32.8

1

24. principal only

54

26.5

17

8.3

13

64.3

2

.9

25. teachers interviewees

22

10.8

36

17.6

141 69.1

5

2.4

21

10.3

32

15.7

147 72.1

4

1.9

56

27.3

28

21. release time to
assess results

22. release time evaluate
curriculum

.5

SELECTION OF NEW PERSONNEL

26. teachers select
interviewees

27. teachers participate
in selection

13.6

(continued next page)
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118

57.7

3

1.4

TABLE 6

continued
U

N

S

X

N

UN

X

N

NR

%

N

X

BUDGETARY DECISIONS

29. principal only

30

14.7

49

24.0

121

59.3

4

1.9

30. principal prioritizes

88

43.1

49

24.0

62

30.4

5

2.4

31. joint prioritization

115

56.4

55

26.9

31

15.2

3

1.4

20

9.6

31

15.0

149

73.0

5

2.4

18

8.8

33

16.2

152

74.5

1

.5

91

44.6

32

15.7

79

38.7

2

1.0

147

72.0

31

15.2

22

10.8

4

1.9

28

13.7

46

22.5

128

62.7

2

1.0

32

15.7

13

6.4

151

74.0

8

3.9

140

68.6

18

8.8

37

18.1

9

4.4

37

18.1

25

12.2

130

63.7 12

5.9

48

23.5

20

9.8

118

57.8 18

8.8

41

20.1

29

129

63.2

2.5

32. teacher control

TEXTBOOK SELECTION

34. principal only

35. principal final
selection

36. principal and teachers

37. each teacher

GRADING POLICIES

39. principal only

40. teachers and
administrators

41. teacher committee

42. teacher committee the
entire staff approval vote

STANDARDIZED TEST SELECTION

44. principals and guidance
(continued next page)

79

14.2

5

TABLE 6 continued
45. appointed teachers to
principal

6

2.9

19

9.3

29

14.2

32

15.7

40

19.6

36

48

23.5

121

51. principal and teachers

52. teacher committee

168

82.3 11

5.4

130

63.7 13

6.4

17.6

117

57.3 11

5.4

29

14.2

112

54.9 15

7.3

59.3

37

18.1

33

16.2 13

6.4

83

40.7

29

14.2

76

37.2 16

7.8

75

36.8

39

19.1

72

35.3 18

8.8

46. volunteer teachers to
principal

47. teachers choose

DISCIPLINE CODE

49. principal alone

50. teacher suggestions

(continued next page)
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TABLE 6

continued
U

S

N

X

UN

N

X

NR

N

X

N

X

ACCOUNTABILITY

54. principal only

94

46.1

55

27.0

49

24.0

6

2.9

55. teacher suggestions

146

71.6

48

23.5

7

3.4

3

1.4

56. principal and teachers

151

74.0

44

21.6

4

2.0

5

2.4

57. selected teacher control

121

59.3

69

33.8

7

3.4

7

3.4

IN-SERVICE

59. principal with central
94

46.1

68

33.3

37

18.1

5

2.5

133

65.2

44

21.6

20

9.8

7

3.4

61. principal and teacher

85

41.7

81

39.7

32

15.7

6

2.9

62. teachers alone

58

28.4

95

46.6

45

22.0

6

2.9

office

60. teacher suggestions

Annual Goal Statement:

The data provided by the

respondents in the choice section indicated that
in the formulation of the annual school goal
statement these principals do empower teachers to
decide what are the important issues and concerns,
and how those issues and concerns can best be
resolved.

At least half

(112)

reported that they

consider teachers to be partners in this ad¬
ministrative process.

Another one-quarter

81

(51)

of

the principals "sometimes"

include teachers.

Teacher suggestions are solicited in at least
sixty percent

(129)

of the cases.

The formulation

of the goals appears to be an accepted building
level responsibility.

Central office ad¬

ministrators seem to have developed this trend in
the schools represented in this survey.
Colleqialitv:

Beginning with figures related to

lunch and duty-free periods,
cate most

(172)

teachers

the responses indi¬

(83.3%)

do have this

daily time available to them during which they
"may" choose to seek each other out to discuss
professional concerns.

However, weekly,

scheduled

release time in the buildings is reported to be
limited.
(68)

Only thirty-three point three percent

of the principals stated that this is usually

in place.

In general teachers are afforded little

time for observation of each other's lesson
presentations.
(81)

of the schools do not have this provision in

place.
(51)

Thirty-nine point seven percent

Unfortunately,

only twenty-five percent

said that this is usually in place.

Somewhat

encouraging is the figure of thirty-two point four
percent

(66)

reporting that observation of col¬

leagues sometimes occurs.
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Half

(102)

of the schools reporting do not have a

high degree of teacher empowerment as it relates
to working in teams and having governance rights
over what students assigned to them.
percent

(46)

report usually do and another

twenty-six point nine percent
control.

About twenty

(55)

sometimes have

This can be clarified by looking at the

population distribution.

Most of the principals

reporting team governance were at the middle
school level where the team approach is incor¬
porated into the philosophy.
Standardized Test Use:

Seventy percent

(144)

of

the reporting schools indicated that copies of
student test results are kept in the office for
teachers who wish to schedule time to review them.
Seventy-one point one percent

(145)

of the prin¬

cipals reported that standardized test results are
provided to teachers and that very little
scheduled release time is provided for teachers to
assess student results either for the purpose of
analysis of

individual performance or for discus¬

sion of curriculum issues as they relate to stu¬
dent performance.
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Selection of New Personnel;
half percent

(54)

Twenty-six and one-

of the principals report con¬

ducting the entire school-level hiring process
alone.
(131)
cent

Conversely,

sixty-four point three percent

said that they usually do not.
(141)

Seventy per¬

of the administrators do not involve

teachers in the screening of the written applica¬
tions for either recommendation or selection of
candidates to be interviewed by the principal.
Although about ten percent

(22)

teachers in these processes,
(56)

report involving

twenty-seven percent

do involve teachers in the interviewing

process and allow a vote to be cast by the par¬
ticipating teacher(s).
Budgetary Decisions:
cipals

(59.3%)

One hundred twenty-one prin¬

report that they do not take sole

charge of making all budgetary decisions.
percent

(31)

said they did.

In general,

Fifteen
teachers

are allowed to choose and prioritize textbooks and
supplies.

Fifty-six percent

(115)

of the ad¬

ministrators report working jointly with faculty
members in processing this information.

The ul¬

timate example of teacher empowerment in the
budgetary process is to have a committee of
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teachers make and be accountable
sions.

Ten percent

(20)

for these deci¬

reported this to be an

accepted practice.
Textbook Selection:
cent

(152)

Seventy-four point

five per¬

of the respondents reported that they

usually do not solely evaluate and choose texts
and materials used
point six percent

in the building.
(91)

Forty-four

of those answering stated

that teachers make choices of texts and materials,
send the

list to the principal and the final deci¬

sions are made at the administrative
item

(#36)

level.

The

related to the process of having ad¬

ministrators and teachers working together

in the

decision-making process received a choice percent¬
age of
the

seventy-two percent

interpretation of

ministators"

(147).

It appears that

"teams of teachers and ad-

referred to

in

item #36 was

inter¬

preted to encompass the two-level process
described

in

item #35.

This seems to explain the

higher percentage response.

Answers to item #37

show that thirteen point seven percent
schools allow teachers autonomy
textbook and materials

of the

in the area of

selection.
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(28)

Overall,

the

practice of administrators and teachers working
together to select texts and materials is reported
to be most common.
Grading Policies:
(68.6%)

One hundred forty administrators

report that school-wide task forces com¬

prised of administrators,

teachers,

and/or parents

and students establish the grading policies.
Thirty-two administrators
this task alone.

(15.7%)

report undertake

The remaining building-level ad¬

ministrators said that they have a teacher com¬
mittee who has complete decision-making authority
or one which is subject to approval by the entire
faculty.
Standardized Test Selection:

The choice of stan¬

dardized test measures to be utilized in a par¬
ticular school is obviously not conducted at the
building level.

An overwhelming number

principals

noted that they usually do not

(82%)

(168)

of

have committees of teachers in the school who make
decisions in this area.

Seventeen percent

(35)

stated that a committee of teachers examines a
variety of

instruments and presents a list of pos¬

sible choices.
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Discipline Code:
(48)

Twenty-three point

five percent

of the respondents state that they

ently formulate the discipline code.

independ¬

More common

was the reported practice of a principal
plementing teacher suggestions
tion of the discipline code
mendation
or

im¬

into the construc¬

(59.3%).

The recom¬

implementation process may be

formal.

(121)

informal

Thirty-six point eight percent

(75)

report using a committee appointed by the prin¬
cipal when developing the code but
whether

final principal approval

this process occurs.

This

if the questionnaire
Accountability:
countability

it

is unclear

is mandated after

is due to the construct

item itself.

Results

in the catagory of ac¬

indicate that the majority of prin¬

cipals continue to make final decisions on major
issues.

Fourty-

six point one percent

(94)

report

this to be the usual procedure followed at the
building

level.

that this
mode of

Twenty-seven percent

sometimes occurs and,

operation,

issues.

four percent
teacher

(7)

input,

report

in the opposite

twenty-four percent

that they usually do not make all
on major

(55)

(49)

state

final decisions

Of those reporting,

three point

say that they do not consider

while seventy one point six percent
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(146)

usually do consider teachers'input.

Teachers are often invited to assist in determin¬
ing solutions to problems in particular expertise
areas.

Fifty-nine point three percent

(121)

of

the principals report following recommendations
made by teachers in these instances.
In-Service Forty-six point one percent

(94)

of the

principals responding to this questionnaire report
that they work with central office staff to plan
and implement in-service activities.

Staff sug¬

gestions are solicited by sixty-five point two
percent

(133)

of the administrators and forty-one

point seven percent

(85)

actually work with their

building personnel to develop ideas and ac¬
tivities.

It is also reported that forty- six

point six percent

(95)

of the responding ad¬

ministrators sometimes have teachers planning and
implementing in-service activities twenty-eight
point four percent
percent

(45)

(58)

usually do and twenty-two

usually do not.

Gender Comparisons
The responses have been regrouped according
to sex and school level in order to determine
whether any significant scores ranges are
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evidenced either by sex and/or school level.

It

should be noted that the data from the group of
elementary school principals was utilized to
report the figures on Table 7.
of females at the high school
school

(2)

The small sample
(2)

and middle

limits the use of these levels

.

Each item has the data recorded below it.
codes are as follows:
high,
U

F = Female,

2 = middle and 3 =

= Usually

M = Male,

The
1 =

elementary.

S = Sometimes

UN = Usually Not
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TABLE 7
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS BY GENDER
Females = 43

Males = 86 number of respondents

U

S

UN

NR

ANNUAL GOAL STATEMENT

9.

no formal teacher input

F

7

9

24

3

M

15

20

49

2

F

31

3

5

4

M

53

21

10

2

F

26

7

7

3

M

54

18

12

2

F

15

11

14

3

M

23

23

38

2

F

30

4

7

M

73

8

3

F

15

12

14

M

30

15

41

16.teacher-teacher

F

13

11

17

observation

M

21

32

30

F

7

14

21

M

19

23

44

19. kept in office

F

34

0

9

(continued next page)

M

52

10

24

10. teacher suggestions

11. teacher as partner

12. teachers alone

COLLEGIALITY

14. lunch and prep time

15. weekly release time

17. team governance

USE OF STANDARDIZED TEST RESULTS
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TABLE 7 (continued)
20. copies to teachers

21. release time to
assess results

22. release time evaluate
curriculum

F

37

6

0

0

M

73

10

3

0

F

12

7

24

0

H

21

25

39

1

F

11

12

20

0

M

22

38

26

0

F

14

2

26

1

M

20

9

56

1

F

4

2

34

3

M

8

14

63

1

F

4

0

36

3

M

10

10

66

0

F

9

2

31

1

M

21

15

49

1

SELECTION OF NEW PERSONNEL

24. principal only

25. teachers interviewees

26. teachers select
interviewees

27. teachers participate
in selection
(continued next page)
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TABLE 7 (continued)
U

S

UN

NR

BUDGETARY DECISIONS

29. principal only

F

7

7

8

1

M

39

10

25

2

F

19

12

10

2

H

39

22

25

1

F

17

23

3

0

M

51

23

11

1

F

6

4

31

4

M

7

16

62

1

F

4

9

31

0

M

7

13

65

3

F

16

6

21

0

M

35

12

39

0

F

33

3

5

5

M

69

11

5

1

F

7

7

29

0

M

8

17

60

1

F

10

2

29

M

8

7

70

F

28

7

5

M

70

5

8

41. teacher committee

F

7

5

29

(continued next page)

H

24

9

52

30. principal prioritizes

31. joint prioritization

32. teacher control

TEXTBOOK SELECTION

34. principal only

35. principal final
selection

36. principal and teachers

37. each teacher

GRADING POLICIES

39. principal only

40. teachers and principal
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TABLE 7 (continued)
42. teacher committee

F

12

4

24

M

24

7

50

F

9

5

28

M

20

11

54

F

2

2

36

H

3

4

76

F

5

7

28

to principal

M

14

10

57

47. teachers choose

F

7

4

29

M

17

18

47

to staff

STANDARDIZED TEST SELECTION

44. principals and guidance

45. appointed committee
to principal

46. volunteer teachers

(continued next page)

TABLE 7 (continued)

DISCIPLINE CODE

49. principal alone

50. teacher suggestions

51. principal and teachers

52. teacher committee

U

S

NR

UN

F

6

9

26

2

M

15

16

47

8

F

17

10

10

5

M

54

18

9

5

F

14

4

19

6

M

32

15

30

9

F

10

9

14

10

M

40

15

24

7

F

19

7

14

3

M

37

23

23

3

F

27

10

2

4

M

65

20

0

1

F

29

9

0

5

M

66

12

4

4

F

24

19

0

0

M

54

25

3

4

ACCOUNTABILITY

54. principal only

55. teacher suggestions

56. principal and teachers

57. selected teacher

IN-SERVICE

59. principal with central
office

60. teacher suggestions

F

17

15

7

4

M

39

27

17

3

F

24

9

7

3

M

61

1

5

5

(continued on next page)
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TABLE 7 (continued)
61. principal and teacher

62. teachers alone

F

11

19

8

5

M

44

28

12

2

F

5

19

15

4

M

28

39

16

3

Discussion of Results bv Gender/Level
Taking each major topic in succession as they
appear on the questionnaire,
amined.

responses were ex¬

In the preparation of the annual goal

statement the answers indicate that,

with the ex¬

ception of the item related to teachers developing
the goal statement,
noted.

However,

no major differences are

male,

middle school principals

report that they usually do not delegate teachers
to control this activity.

The number of "no

response" replies was also extraordinarily high
(22)

in comparison to the other three items in

this category which averaged five

(5)

"No

Response".
The second major topic,

colleqialitv among

faculty members and/or administrators,

produced

fairly consistent responses with the exception of
team teaching and the governance of the students
assigned to teaching teams.

Middle school prin-
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cipals reported that the team teaching structure
is operational in between fifty and seventy-five
percent of the reporting locations.
Most principals report that standardized
test results are kept in the school office and are
accessible by teachers.

Elementary principals

have a distinctly high percentage rate of provid¬
ing these scores to classroom teachers.

The

remaining items in this set are relatively consis¬
tent.
Results in the category,
personnel.

selection of new

show that high school level ad¬

ministrators invite teachers to participate in the
selection of interviewees and in the final selec¬
tion process as well.

Middle and elementary

building-level administrators report less teacher
involvement in this process.
The percentage of elementary and middle
school principals making budgetary decisions
without teacher input is greater than those of
high school principals.
Textbook selection is generally not an inde¬
pendent task carried out by any of the ad¬
ministrators.

At the high and middle levels it is
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reported that teachers have greater independence
and less administrator input in the selection
process than do their elementary counterparts.
In general,

task-forces of teachers and

admninstrators develop the grading policy.

More

high school principals report bringing the package
to the full complement of staff for approval.
Otherwise,

practices are equal across the levels.

A very high percentage of male,
principals

(91%)

high school

report that they sometimes choose

a committee of teachers to compile a list of pos¬
sible choices for selection of a standardized test
instrument from which the principal could choose.
Responses to the other items are usually consis¬
tent among the reporting administrators.
At least one-half of the administrators
report that they do not completely control the
construction of the discipline code.

Female,

elementary principals report the lowest overall
percentages relative to either their or teacher
involvement in the process.

Male elementary prin¬

cipals report more implementation of teacher sug¬
gestions and greater use of staff member com¬
mittees than do their female counterparts.
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The percentages on the responses on the items
related to accountability are relatively consis¬
tent across the school levels.

No glaring dif¬

ference are evident.

Comments Clarifications
Through the analysis of the comments section,
the researcher learned that the data on the choice
section reporting on such areas as hiring personnel and preparation of in-service activities may
be reflective of the fact that this task is not
always shared with the principals by the central
office staff.

It may not be a conscious choice of

the principal to withold the process from the
teachers.

It was further hypothesized that the

responses provided on the closed items of the
questionnaire reflected choices made by the prin¬
cipals relative to the extent of empowerment which
was,

or was not,

granted to the administrators

themselves.
Information provided clearly defines the
areas which are under the control of principals at
the building level.

This clarification of

response choices alters the immediate conclusion
that the reported instances of lack of teacher em-
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powerment are solely reflective of the principals'
desires for high levels of decision-making
authority.

Research Question 1

Has the goal been articulated by the prin¬
cipal and have the "prime residents" been meaning¬
fully involved?
The results of both the choice and comment sec¬
tions of the questionnaire show that central of¬
fice administrators do expect the building level
administrators to present such a document.

This

appears to be an area within which teachers are
able to experience a meaningful degree of empower¬
ment.

The data indicates that from one-half to

two-thirds of the admnistrators include teachers
in the activities related to this administrative
function.

The majority of principals work with

committees representing the various departments or
grades in the school.

The goal statement becomes

a fair representation of those "living" at the
particular school.
further,

Carrying the process one step

principals report that personal,

building

and superintendent objectives meld to become dis-
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trict goals.

The ultimate empowerement of

teachers may be considered by some to be total
control of the formulation of the goal statement
as twenty-five percent of the administrators
reported to be the case,

however,

being an equal

member on a representative committee appears to be
realistic,

democratic and sufficiently empowering.

Research Question 2

Does the principal allow teachers to use
their creative powers to make decisions
(relinquishing)?
The questionnaire topic of collegiality is
encompassed in this question.

Responses on the

items under this heading reflect the fact that,
with the exception of lunch time,

teachers are not

usually provided with a great deal of structured
time in which to share concerns or to provide one
another with personal or professional support.
Teacher organizations have it on the agendas of
bargaining sessions and,

teachers themselves,

ap¬

pear to be seeking opportunities for more interac¬
tion time to discuss "business concerns".

Prin¬

cipals need to work with central office staff and
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union representatives to develop mechanisms in the
weekly schedule which allow appropriate groups of
individuals to be available for meetings.

Prin¬

cipals need to take time to talk with faculty rep¬
resentatives and develop a plan of action which
will create available time blocks within which
formal or informal interaction may occur.

Prin¬

cipals need to be allowed to develop autonymous,
building-level systems of governance wherein collegiality will develop through an increased sense
of ownership by staff and administration.
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Research Question 3

& 4

Has the principal entrusted and involved
teachers in decision-making before she has decided
on the solution?

Has responsibility been wisely

assigned?

All of the choice items under the question¬
naire topics contain statements exemplifying be¬
haviors which demonstrate a particular level of
the principal's ability to entrust and meaning¬
fully involve teachers.

Looking at the topic,

"use of standardized test results"

it is noted

that this subject revolves around the issues of
available time,

control over decision-making at

the building level and involvement of teachers in
constructive decision-making activities.

Time

constraints continue to be major obstacles in the
teacher empowerment process.

More than three-

fourths of the principals report that student test
results are made available to teachers but fewer
than thirty percent indicate that either release
or curriculum time is made available.

Principals

need to become more creative and innovative about
structuring the school day.

Brainstorming with

other administrators or with teachers is one way
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to generate ideas.
specialists,

Workshops with educational

journal reading,

and consultation

with experts in time management from the business
world are some avenues which would broaden the
knowledge base of the principals.
When it comes to the "selection of new
personnel",

approximately fifty percent of the

respondents reported being in this situation where
they,

themselves,

input.

have either very little or no

The question of teacher empowerment be¬

comes the issue of principals gaining more
authority themselves and of working with teachers
to gain increased building-level control.

Discus¬

sion and negotiation must take place in order for
change to occur.
Teacher empowerment has reached a significant
level in the realm of "budgetary decision-making
and textbook selection".

On the whole teachers

are usually allowed to make recommendations
regarding the choices of textbooks and supplies
for their students.

If prioritizing occurs,

principals report the involvement of staff.
this process the principals'

most
In

stumbling block ap¬

pears to be justification of the building-level
decisions to the superintendent and school com-
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mittee members.

Once again,

autonomy are present.

lack of authority and

Principals need to discuss

and encourage changes in these procedures.
superintendent,

The

school committee members and com¬

munity representatives ought to be involved in the
investigation of school-based management
philosophies.
autonomy.

The goal being

building-level

Principal empowerment is imperative.

In most instances,

"grading policies" are es¬

tablished by school-level or district-wide com¬
mittees.

Teachers serve as equal members along

with administrators,
tives,

school committee representa¬

parents and sometimes,

students.

Prin¬

cipals report being empowered and empowering
teachers when decisions are made in this area.
Of all administrators responding twenty-one
percent indicate that building level committees
exist in their schools for the purpose of evaluat¬
ing and "selecting standardized test instruments"
for use in that building.

The thirty-five percent

reporting that central office controls this
process are representative of bureaucracy in ac¬
tion.

These principals need to work with central

office personnel,
nel Director,

specifically,

the Pupil Person¬

Guidance Director or Assistant Su-
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perintendent,

to develop a plan by which they and

their faculty members can become knowledgeable
about testing instruments.

The next step would be

to involve building-level professionals in the
evaluation and choice of instruments which would
most effectively measure the curriculum.
Principals do not control the "construction of
the discipline code".

Nineteen percent report

constructing the code without outside input.
Fifty-six percent claim to implement teacher sug¬
gestions for content and those suggestions come
from committees appointed by the administrator.
At present,

school systems are set up in a manner

which holds the building principal responsible for
what happens in the school.
stated:

As one principal

"the buck stops here".

"accountability"

Until

is shared with staff,

they will

not be allowed to make the rules which the prin¬
cipal will ultimately be held responsible for en¬
forcing.

Principals need to begin or continue to

develop sharing of responsibility for decision¬
making within the school community.

The ex¬

periences shared between administrator and teacher
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build trust and confidence.

Principals need to

begin to trust.

Research Question 5,

7 & 8

Does the principal share responsibility for
failure and does she have belief in the
capabilities of individual teachers?

Principals have chosen behaviors which
demonstrate a willingness to work with teachers in
problem-solving circumstances.

Between one-half

and two-thirds of the admnistrators behave in this
manner.

However,

an overall rating of twenty-five

percent represents behaviors which allow independ¬
ent teacher control in the decision-making situa¬
tions.

Research Question 6
Does the principal attribute success to teachers?

The pattern of responses representative of
the principal behaviors indicates that teachers
are not usually given the opportunity to function
independently.

This minimizes the instances in
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which the teacher can perforin without supervision
which,

in turn,

affords few activities for the

principal to respond to in a positive fashion.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Throughout the eighties the abundance of
educational

literature focused on the search

"the miracle prescription" which would

for

"cure"

ills of the American educational system.

Numerous

legislative reforms,

critigues and commission

reports presented a

large variety of proposed

solutions.

the

Many clearly defined curricular

changes were outlined but few reports addressed
either the climate or culture

in the school,

school

as an

institution with life,

social

interaction among students,

the

or the ongoing
staff and

parents.
Educational researchers who did
life

in the

to the

schools wrote about concerns relative

"authoritarian",

"hierarchical"
at the
1988;

1988;

traditionally been
and

"bureaucratic"

and

system of governance which existed

school-building
Barth,

investigate

level

Peters,

(Ambrosia and Haley,

1988).

Control has

in the hands of the principal

little opportunity existed for teachers to be
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come
of

involved in the decision-making process.

One

the results of this environmental condition

the declining

interest

in careers

is

in education.

Educational researchers such as Liebermann,
Maeroff,

Barth,

Little and Applebaum have provided

a number of commentaries emphasizing the fact that
teachers are the means through which education
will be

improved.

As early as the seventies,

the

Rand studies reported findings which stressed the
importance of the early participation of teachers
in thinking and planning school-improvement ef¬
forts.

Little

increasingly

(1988,

p.

78)

has stated

"...it

is

implausible that we could improve the

performance of

schools,

talented teachers,

attract and retain

or make sensible demands upon

administrators without promoting
teaching by teachers."

leadership in

The Carnegie Task Force on

Teaching as a Profession presented a report
titled,

A Nation Prepared:

Century and said that

Teachers of the 21st

"...if we are to create a

professional environment for

learning,

we must

reorganize schools and enable teachers to function
as professionals

in all areas of

13) .
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schooling

(p.

A group of University of Massachusetts
graduate students working with faculty in the
division of Educational Policy,

Research and Ad¬

ministration have undertaken a series of doctoral
dissertation projects related to the overall topic
Teacher Empowerment.

Areas of study included

researching the concept of teacher empowerment;
investigating teacher attitudes;

and analyzing

either superintendent or principal behaviors in
relation to the concept of the empowerment of
teachers.

The investigations involved profes¬

sionals working in the Southeast Educational
Region of Massachusetts.

The team of researchers

investigated the status of teacher empowerment as
it existed relative to those particular teachers,
principals and superintendents.
asked was:

The question

Is there a trend toward the implementa¬

tion of teacher empowerment?

Principal Behaviors
Focusing on the school as an institution with
life whose inhabitants interact in particular pat¬
terns of behavior,

this study looked at the prin

cipal as the traditional decision-maker and asked:
"Is there evidence that principals in the
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Southeast Educational Region of Massachusetts are
utilizing behaviors which truly foster meaningful
empowerment of teachers in conseguential
decision-making situations?"

"Meaningful" was defined as being of great
consequence.
"Consequential decision-making situations"
were defined as those which impact the gualitv of
life in the school.
Through the extensive review of the litera¬
ture,

this researcher studied leadership theories

in order to develop an uderstanding of the con¬
tinuum of behaviors represented in these theories.
Beginning at the lowest level of leader-follower
relations,

which represents the organization as

the primary concern,
highest level,

which

and following through to the
places value in people and

in the belief that they can be self-directed and
creative when properly motivated.

The increasing

degree of trust and confidence became evident as
one progressed through the continuum.
Leadership theorists
Bennis,

1985;

Blanchard,

( Barth,

Blake & Mouton,

1977;

1986;

1969; Hersey &

Bolman & Deal,
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1980,

1984; Liebermann,

1988a)

have reinforced the notion that the most

productive style of

leadership

is represented by

management which has trust and complete confidence
in the subordinates.

Leadership behaviors repre¬

sentative of this style also

include

involving

lower units of the organization in the control
process as a demonstration of that trust.
School systems such as the one
City serve as working models of
between administrators,
In Jefferson County,
being developed and

in Salt Lake

shared governance

faculty and even parents.

Kentucky,

a plan is also

implemented for changing the

way schools are organized and managed.
in this philosophy
leaders

Included

is the belief that teachers are

and that principals are leaders of

(Schlecty et al,

1988,

November,

p.

leaders

30).

Instrumentation and Data Gathering
The questionnaire
this

(see Appendix 3)

study was constructed to contain

items which would collect demographic
and,

(2)

to gather

a

second set of

used

(1)

in

a set of

information

items which was designed

information relative to the extent to

which respondents

implemented behaviors which fos¬

tered the creation or development of teacher em-
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powerment.

Items in the second section were

grouped under eleven headings each representing
an area in which the building-level administrator
is routinely required to make decisions about "how
things happen"

in the school.

The identified be¬

havior choices exemplified the range of leadership
styles presented in the literature.

These may be

placed on that continuum which extends from com¬
plete administrative control to totally sharedcontrol between administrator and teachers.
Two hundred four

(204)

respondents out of a pos¬

sible three hundred eighty one

(381)

provided a

sample of fifty-four percent of the census popula¬
tion as the source of the data.
In addition to collecting the demographics,
the researcher tabulated frequency distributions,
percentages and descriptive statistics to deter¬
mine the extent to which the empowerment of
teachers was practiced by the respondents.

These

tabulations were calculated on the behavior
choices selected by the principals.

Response pat¬

terns on each of the closed form items were also
determined

(Table 6 p.

78).

Comparisons related

to gender were investigated relative to attained
school level,

experience in teaching and ex-
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perience as a principal.

The researcher regrouped

the data in this manner to determine whether any
significant difference were evidenced in the
response choices of females and males.
Summary figures on the items in the
demographics section of the questionnaire present
the following general information.
tribution was:

forty-eight

hundred fifty-six

(156)

(48)

Gender dis¬

females and one

males.

Table 3

(p.

lustrates that the majority of the subjects
(63.7%)

71)

il¬

(130),

are in possession of a Masters Degree,

Twenty-three point seven percent
and sixteen point six percent
have a C.A.G.S.
the males

(18)

the females

(8)

and,

(37)

(8)

of the males

of the females

eleven point five percent of

and sixteen point six percent of
are in posession of a terminal

degree.
Ninety-nine percent

(202)

of the ad¬

ministrators reported that they have taken some
type of course withn the last two years.
The responses on the item

(#4)

gathering data

on full-time teaching experience represent a the
practice of hiring males with fewer years of
teaching experience than the women administrators.
In the total population figures forty-seven per-
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cent

(96)

has taught for between six to ten years.

Looking at the results on this item as they relate
to gender,

no females reported having less than

six years of teaching experience,
point three percent

(27)

yet seventeen

of the male respondents

reported that they secured an administrative posi¬
tion with less than six years experience.

The

reasons for this practice were not presented and
further investigation would be needed to determine
whether this is a bias towards females,

a reflec¬

tion of personal choices made by the female or
male administrators.
One hundred sixty one

(161)

principals report

having five or less years of experience as an as¬
sistant principal.
The highest percentage

(64.5%)

of ad¬

ministrators having five years or less experience
as a principal belonged to the females

(31)

and

the percentage reporting the highest number of
principals in the category of twenty years or more
was the male population with twenty-five point
seven percent

(40).
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Membership in a school management center was
reported by only twenty-two percent
group.

(45)

of the

Membership in professional organizations

was recorded at 94.8% or 193 administrators.

Forced-Choice Selections
Table 6

(p.

76)

shows the data relative to

the response choices made on each of the closed
form items.

Respondents were presented with three

forced-choice answers relative to the behavior
stated in the item
Not) .
of

(Usually;

Sometimes; Usually

Response choices indicated that the degree

implementation of teacher empowerment varied

depending on the focus of the particular example
of principal behaviors.

In each sub-heading,

fewer examples of choices at the highest level of
teacher empowerment are reported.

On the average,

that highest level of teacher involvement
teacher control)

(total

in the decision-making process is

calculated to be about twenty-five percent

(25%).

Each of the eleven areas presented on the
questionnaire have a score distribution that was
analyzed individually.

A brief overview indicates

the following in each designated area:
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ANNUAL GOAL STATEMENT
Teachers are usually involved in providing sug¬
gestions for, or working in partnership with, the
principals when the annual goal statement is for¬
mulated.
Fifty-four point nine percent (112) of
the principals indicated that they consider
teachers to be their partners in this process.
Schlecty (1987) has stated that the initiation and
maintenance of a change effort must stem from a
widespread understanding of the nature of the
problem and a sharing of the development of the
solution to that problem.
Otherwise, abandonment
of the change effort results.
Principals in the
Southeast educational region have presented
responses which indicate that process is employed
by a little more than half of them.
Sixty-three
percent (129) report the incorporation of teacher
recommendations and forty, singlehandedly, prepare
the annual goal statement.
COLLEGIALITY
Lunchtime was reported as being the most com¬
mon time available for teachers to seek each other
out to discuss educational concerns.
Weekly
release time occurs in one-third of the buildings
and twenty-five percent report scheduled teacherteacher observation time or team governance prac¬
tices. Judith Warren Little (1987, p. 88) stresses
the importance of "making teaching public". She
reports that research shows that schools which are
vital, adaptable institutions have consistently
been found to support vigorous professional ex¬
change among teachers in and out of the classroom
setting. Team governance was reported to be most
prevelant at the middle school level.
At the
elementary and high school levels, teachers engage
in teaching activities in a "private" rather than
"public" setting.
USE OF STANDARDIZED TEST RESULTS
Standardized test results are kept in the office
in the majority of instances and are also usually
provided to individual teachers.
Twenty—five per
cent of the principals provided release time for
the professionals to assess student results or to
evaluate the curriculum in relation to student
performance on the tests.
Nearly half of the
respondents (98) usually do not provide any
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scheduled release time for teachers to meet and
discuss test results or curriculum concerns re¬
lated to the results.
SELECTION OF NEW PERSONNEL
This activity appears to be out of the hands of
all of those residing at the school-building
level.
Approximately twenty-five percent (56)
report joint principal and teacher control of the
hiring process.
This number is clarified in the
comment section.
Central office alone usually
makes the selection.
Principals may be involved
in that process but teachers seldom are.
BUDGETARY DECISIONS
Principals usually do not make all of the
budgetary decision alone.
Fifty percent (102)
either allow teachers to choose and they
prioritize, or they work in conjunction with the
teachers. Fifteen percent (30) report making all
of the final decisions alone.
Shared decision¬
making relative to how expenditures will be
decided again falls in the middle range of em¬
powerment. Seventy-two percent (147) of the prin¬
cipals say that they work with the teacher in
selecting textbooks, however, forty-five percent
(91) report making the final decision themselves.
It appears that although a large number report
working with the staff members, they still main¬
tain control.
GRADING POLICIES
In two-thirds (140) of the situations, grading
policies are constructed by adminstrators and
teachers.
Fifteen percent of the principals per¬
form this function alone and less than twenty per¬
cent report that teacher committees handle the
task. These figures reflect the existence of sub¬
stantial teacher involvement with the principal in
these decisions.
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STANDARDIZED TEST SELECTION
This is reported to be out of the control of both
teachers administrators.
Central office personnel
are reported to be in control of this activity.
DISCIPLINE CODE
Twenty-three and a half percent of the respondents
create the discipline code alone.
Another sixty
percent claim to incorporate teacher suggestions
and forty-one percent work with the teachers to
create this guide.Approximately seventy-three per¬
cent of those responding to the questionnaire
report behaviors which involve teachers in the
decision-making process on important issues.
Sixty percent also report teacher control in
specifically designated situations when the subor¬
dinate possesses expertise in the area of concern.
IN-SERVICE
The final category is in-service.
It seems that
central office staff and the principals are in¬
volved in determining the programs, however,
sixty-five percent (65%) of the administrators
usually seek teacher suggestions regarding those
activities.

Conclusions

Searching for the broadest interpretation of
the results of this survey,

this researcher has

analyzed the patterns of principal behaviors
evidenced in the response choices and determined
that teacher empowerment practices do exist in the
repertoire of actions utilized by the administators who responded to the questionnaire.
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The

next issue examined was:

to what

"extent" was teacher empowerment implemented?

The

range of behaviors presented under each sub¬
heading went from "no teacher empowerment" to the
fourth choice representing "complete teacher
empowerment".

This choice range was constructed

to represent the continuum of leadership styles
presented in the overall leadership literature.
Likert's Systems Theory formed the focus around
which other theory continuums were organized for
study.
In general,
selected.

the middle ground behaviors were

Teachers were said to have been invited

to provide suggestions to the principal which she
may choose to incorporate in her decision or,
more teacher-empowering,

even

principals and teachers

worked together as equal partners in the
decision-making process.

This latter behavior was

reported frequently and can be considered to be a
significant step in the development of teacher em¬
powerment.

Particular strength areas included the

development of the annual goal statement,
budgetary decision-making,

textbook selection,

grading policy and discipline code development,
accountability and,

in-service planning and im-
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plementation.
closely,

Examining each of these areas more

the following factors may have influenced

the development of these areas before some of the
other topics presented on the questionnaire.

Su¬

perintendents have implemented the approach of in¬
corporating building-level goals into system-wide
goal statements.
cipals'

This in turn,

has led to prin¬

incorporation of teacher suggestions into

their goal statements.

Principals have stated

that they "may" choose from the ideas submitted by
faculty members so this can be considered a step
in the development of a partnership between prin¬
cipal and teachers.
Information relative to budgetary decisions
including textbook selection,
by the classroom teacher.

can best be provided

Reporting ad¬

ministrators chose statements which demonstrated a
partnership existing between the parties.

They do

involve teachers as equals in these processes
(64%) .
Grading policies and discipline code formulation
was reported by approximately sixty-four percent
(130)

of the principals as being a partnership ac¬

tivity.
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Accountability and in-service are also being
shared with the teachers.
(133)

Sixty-five percent

of the principals report teacher involvement

in the in-service planning and implementation and
they also also claim to involve teachers in the
important decision-making activities which they
themselves believe they have control over.
Inhabitants of schools must continue to work
together and develop the trust and confidence in
each other.

This trust and confidence will foster

the further development of teacher empowerment.

Recommendations for Further Study
Exploration of the issues related to teacher
empowerment can be further investigated through a
number activities.

Refining the survey instrument

by restructuring several of the items,

in par¬

ticular #9,

which presents a negatively slanted

statement.

In addition,

"choice 2"

in each of the

sub-sections allows a "safe dimension" for the
respondent.

Consideration could be given to

presenting the response choices in a different
manner,perhaps,

a slightly different selection of

response choices.

Then it

could be submitted to

the principal population in a different educa—
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tional region in the State of Massachusetts would
be one suggestion.

Another might be to adapt the

items to teacher respondents and compare a popula¬
tion of principals and their teachers for agree¬
ment or disagreement on the status of teacher em¬
powerment.

A more in-depth,

gualitative research

project using the items from this questionnaire
would allow for a broader interpretation of the
responses.
Using an ordinal scale to assign value to the
choice responses would provide a validity measure
of the instrument.
In constructing this survey instrument,

this

author did not forsee the anomaly related to the
influence central office practices have on the
principals'

activities at the building level.

Research into this area of educational governance
as it relates to building-level administration
would contribute to the understanding of reported
principal behaviors.
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APPENDIX A
COVER LETTER

February, 1990

Dear Principal.
Please help me and the University of Massachusetts in our
search for the perspectives of the principals working in the
Southeast Educational Region of Massachusetts with regard
to how school-level decisions are made in the areas of selection
of new personnel, budget allocations, textbook selection, grading
policies, standardized test selection, building discipline code,
in-service programming, and scheduling of teachers’ time in
school.
The enclosed survey is the culminating activity in the dis¬
sertation process. It follows an extensive review of the literature.
Analysis of the data will provide information regarding practices
utilized by the building administrators in the Southeastern
Educational Region of Massachusetts as compared to those
discussed in the literature. It is one part of a series of studies
being undertaken by doctoral candidates working through the
Bridgewater - University of Massachusetts Graduate School
Collaborative.
Coding of response sheets has been utilized in order to
track the return of responses. Your responses will be kept in
the strictest confidence and be released to no one.
A stamped, self-addressed envelope has been included for
your convenience when returning the completed survey.
Thank you very much for your time.
Sincerely,
Mariette V. Paine
Doctoral Candidate
University of Mass.
Amherst

APPENDIX B
SURVEY INSTRUMENT

Principal Perspectives Related
To School-Level Decision Making.

This section Mill provide data on the personal and professional background of
the participants.

INSTRUCTIONS:
1.

Are you?
a. Female

2.

Please circle the letter in front of your response choice.
b. Male

What is the highest level of formal education you have completed?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

less than a Bachelor’s degree
Bachelor's Degree
Master's Degree
Certificate of Advanced Graduate Studies
Doctorate

3.

How long has it been since you completed either a credit or non-credit course?
a. less than one year
b. two to three years
c. four to five years
d. more than five years

4.

What is the total number of years of full-time teaching experience which you have had?
a. 0-5
b. 6-10
c. 11-15
d. 16-20
e. 20 +

5.

What is the total number of years of full-time assistant principalship experience which you
have had?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

6.

What is the total number of years of experience you have had as a full-time principal?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

7.

0-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
20 +

0-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
20 +

Are you a member of the School Management Center of Southeastern Massachusetts
University. The Principals' Center of Harvard University, or the Brown University Leadership
Project? If response is yes. please write in which one(s).
a. yes
b. no

8. Are you a member of any professional organization? If yes, please name two.
a. yes

b. no

The fo,|o«im9 secticin is devised to help us understand administrative practices
used by principals relative to a series of decision-making activities.
PLEASE CIRCLE

U
S
UN

USUALLY
SOMETIMES or
USUALLY NOT
FOR THE REMAINING NUMBERED CHOICE ITEMS.

PREPARATION OF THE ANNUAL GOAL STATEMENT
9.

In the process of defining goals 1 seek no formal input from teachers.

U

S

UN

Teachers are invited to provide suggestions from which 1 may choose what 1
consider to be relevant to the goal statement.

U

S

UN

Teachers are involved in developing and prioritizing the list of global issues
which 1 address in my statement.

U

S

UN

12.

Teachers develop the goal statement.

U

S

UN

13.

Please provide any additional information relative to the preparation of the
annual goal statement.

10.

11.

COMMENT:

COLLEGIALITY AMONG FACULTY MEMBERS AND/OR ADMINISTRATORS

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Teachers have lunch period and one daily preparation period to seek each other
out to discuss professional concerns.

U

S

UN

Release time is structured within the weekly schedule which allows teachers
to meet to discuss significant educational issues.

U

S

UN

Schedules are structured so that teachers may observe each other's classes
during lesson presentations.

U

S

UN

Teachers work in teams and govern all of the activities which take place for the
students assigned to that team.

U

s

UN

Please provide any additional information relative to the development of
collegiality.

COMMENT:

PLEASE CIRCLE

U
S
UN

USUALLY
SOMETIMES or
USUALLY NOT
FOR THE REMAINING NUMBERED CHOICE ITEMS.

USE OF STANDARDIZED TEST RESULTS
19.

Test results are kept in the office and teachers may schedule time to review
student performance.

U

S

UN

20.

Copies of student test results are provided to classroom teachers.

U

S

UN

21.

Release time is provided for teachers to assess student test results.

U

S

UN

22.

Release time is provided for teachers to meet and evaluate the curriculum as
it relates to student performance on standardized tests.

U

S

UN

23.

Please provide any additional information relative to the use of standardized
test results.

COMMENT:

SELECTION OF NEW PERSONNEL
24.

I conduct the entire school-level hiring process.

25.

Teachers have input in the screening of the written applications and recommend
who should be selected to be interviewed by me.

26.

Teachers have input in the screening of the written applications and select
those who should be interviewed by me.

27.

Teachers participate in the interview process and recommend who should be
selected.

28

Please provide any additional information relative to the selection of new
personnel.

COMMENT:

PLEASE CIRCLE

U
S
UN

USUALLY
SOMETIMES or
USUALLY NOT
FOR THE REMAINING NUMBERED CHOICE ITEMS.

BUDGETARY DECISIONS
29.

I make all decisions related to budget expenditures.

U

s

UN

30.

Teachers submit their list of textbook and supply requests and I prioritize them.

U

S

UN

31.

I meet with teachers to discuss their textbook and supply needs and we prior¬
itize them.

U

S

UN

32.

A committee of teachers decides where the budget money would best be spent.

U

S

UN

33.

Please provide any additional information relative to budgetary decisions.

Other than the texts and materials whose use is mandated by the central office.
1 evaluate and choose the texts and teaching materials used in my building.

U

S

UN

Individual teachers or a team of teachers is invited to provide input regarding
the selection of texts and materials and then 1 make the final selection.

U

S

UN

Individual teachers or a team of teachers and administrators evaluate and
choose textbooks and teaching materials.

U

S

UN

Each individual teacher evaluates and selects textbooks and teaching materials
to be used in his/her classroom.

U

S

UN

COMMENT: _

TEXTBOOK SELECTION
34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

Please provide any additional information regarding textbook selection.

COMMENT:

PLEASE CIRCLE

U
S
UN

USUALLY
SOMETIMES or
USUALLY NOT
FOR THE REMAINING NUMBERED CHOICE ITEMS.

GRADING POLICIES
39.

Principals have established the grading policy and these are changed
infrequently.

U

S

UN

A school-wide task force comprised of administrators and teachers has
formulated the grading policy.

U

S

UN

41.

A committee of teachers has formulated the grading policy.

U

S

UN

42.

The grading policy created by the committee of teachers is implemented follow¬
ing an acceptance vote by the majority of staff members.

U

S

UN

I meet with other school principals and representatives from the guidance
department to choose the standardized group testing instruments.

U

S

UN

I choose the members of a committee of teachers to evaluate available testing
instruments. They provide me with a list of possible choices. I then make the
final test selection.

U

S

UN

I solicit volunteers from among the staff members to serve on a committee
which examines testing instruments and provide me with a list of possible
choices.

U

S

UN

Volunteers from among staff members serve on a committee which examines
testing instruments and provides me with the choice of instrument which will
best evaluate the area of concern.

U

S

UN

40.

43. Please provide any additional information relative to the grading policy.
COMMENT: __

STANDARDIZED TEST INSTRUMENTS
44.
45.

46.

47.

48. Please provide any additional information relative to standardized test
instruments.
COMMENT:

PLEASE CIRCLE

U
S
UN

USUALLY
SOMETIMES or
USUALLY NOT
FOR THE REMAINING NUMBERED CHOICE ITEMS.

BUILDING DISCIPLINE CODE
49.

I have formulated the student discipline code.

U

S

UN

50.

I have implemented teacher suggestions regarding the content of the discipline
code.

U

S

UN

51.

I appointed a committee to work with me in formulating the discipline code.

U

S

UN

52.

A committee of staff members develop the discipline code.

U

S

UN

53.

Please provide any additional information relative to the formulation of the
discipline code.

COMMENT: __

ACCOUNTABILITY
54.

1 make all the final decisions on major issues.

U

S

UN

55.

Faculty members are invited to provide input regarding major decisions. 1
consider that information when making my final recommendation.

U

S

UN

56.

Faculty members are invited to participate in determining solutions to problems.

U

S

UN

57.

In particular areas of school operations. 1 rely on the expertise of knowledgeable
teachers and follow their recommendations for solving the problem.

U

S

UN

58.

Please provide any additional information relative to the issue of accountability.

COMMENT:

PLEASE CIRCLE

U
S
UN

USUALLY
SOMETIMES or
USUALLY NOT
FOR THE REMAINING NUMBERED CHOICE ITEMS.

IN-SERVICE
59.

60.

61.

62.

63.

Principals work with central office personnel to plan and implement in-service
activities.

U

S

UN

1 solicit suggestions from staff members regarding activities for in-service
programs.

U

S

UN

Teachers work with me in the planning and implementation of activities for
in-service programs.

U

S

UN

Teachers plan and implement activities for in-service based on their perceived
professional needs.

U

S

UN

Please provide any additional information relative to the development of
in-service programs.

COMMENT:
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